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Introduction

The IoT paradigm can been defined as a network of networks of devices intercon-
nected in an Internet-like structure, generally denoted as Smart Objects (SOs), coop-
erating to collect data and provide services to users. SOs are extremely heterogeneous
and differ for connectivity interfaces, battery, processing and memory capabilities,
as well as dimensions, costs, and hardware features. They are typically equipped
with a microcontroller, a radio interface for communication, sensors and/or actua-
tors and, being typically battery-powered, there is a quest for energy-efficient tech-
nologies, communication/networking protocols and mechanisms. The Internet Proto-
col (IP) [1], and in particular IPv6 [2], have been widely envisaged as the true IoT
enablers, as they allow to bring the full interoperability among heterogeneous objects.
As part of the standardization process which is taking place, new low-power proto-
cols are being defined in international organizations, such as the IETF [3] and the
IEEE [4]. At the application layer, the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [5]
has been designed to bring the Representational State Transfer (REST) [6] paradigm,
which was originally conceived for applications based on HyperText Transfer Pro-
tocol (HTTP) [7], to the IoT and is expected to become the standard communica-
tion protocol for constrained applications. Research has now gone beyond the hard-
ware and protocols barriers, providing several solutions for building IoT networks
and opening a new challenge: the definition of effective paradigms and mechanisms
aimed at integrating the IoT in common people’s life. This challenge is very complex
from a communication perspective, as it involves all layers of the protocol stack. A
few examples of aspects to deal with are: the choice of SOs connectivity; the mech-
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anisms for automatic endpoints discovery; the resources representation; final users
application design; and the models of interaction between SOs and people [8].

Related to the SOs connectivity, by definition, IoT concept encourage the reuse
of existing communication paradigms, adding adaptation mechanisms, when needed.
An example is represented by the adoption of the Power Line Communication (PLC)
as wired access technology. Another interesting technology for IoT is Software-
Defined Networking (SDN), that can help in configuring and managing the backhaul
network connecting different access domains.

From the data point of view, an important aspect is the possibility to manage all
sensed and gathered data in a smart and practical way. In this context, a possible so-
lution is given by Big Data approaches, developed in the last few years and become
popular due to the evolution of online and social/crowd services, which are able to
address the need to process extremely large amounts of heterogeneous data for var-
ious purposes. However, these techniques typically have an intrinsic inertia (as they
are based on batch processing) and focus on the data itself, rather than providing
real-time processing and dispatching. For this reason, Big Data approaches might not
be the right solution to manage the dynamicity of IoT scenarios with real-time pro-
cessing. In order to better fit these requirements, it is needed to shift the Big Data
paradigm to a new paradigm, denoted as “Big Stream”, more oriented to the massive
rate of data proper of IoT scenarios.

Thesis Structure

Chapter 1 presents the state of the art of architecture and technologies related to the
IoT. Firstly, the main protocols and models related to the low-layer communications
in IoT scenarios are presented, then protocols related to application layer are ana-
lyzed, in particular with reference to the most relevant existing IoT testbeds. Finally,
the main data processing solutions (obtained from IoT scenarios) are analyzed, with
particular attention to those characterized by real-time and low-latency constraints,
and targeting security aspects of these solutions.

In Chapter 2, details on the introduction of the PLC paradigm as enabler for IoT-
related data transmission are presented, thus performing experimental evaluations
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of the IoT/PLC architecture. Then, the adoption of the SDN concept as technology
for routing management of IoT networks is highlighted, further defining new SDN-
related algorithms.

Chapter 3 introduces different enabling technologies aiming at increasing the pur-
poses of the IoT-related application layer, thus validating the integration with exper-
imental evaluations. In particular, the adoption of a constrained signaling protocol in
IoT scenarios is detailed, as well as the definition of a Web-oriented testbed, com-
posed of heterogeneous nodes and technologies, is provided, thus integrating it with
different wireless communication technologies.

Chapter 4 focuses on the management of huge amounts of informations coming
from IoT-oriented scenarios, and introduces a new concept denoted as Big Stream,
thus presenting the architectural implementation with open-source technologies and
providing performance results obtained through the deployment of a Big Stream-
based platform. Moreover, security threats and issues related to the Big Stream con-
cept, in conjunction with security-related technologies that can be adopted in the
proposed Big Stream architecture, are described.





Chapter 1

State of the Art

1.1 Internet of Things

The huge number of heterogeneous SOs deployed in an IoT system allows the devel-
opment of ubiquitous sensing in most areas of modern living. The outcome of this
trend is the generation of a huge amount of data that should be treated, aggregated,
processed, transformed, stored, and delivered to the final users of the system, in an
effective and efficient way, by means of traditional commodity services.

Several architectures for IoT scenarios have been proposed in the literature. The
European Union (EU), under its “7th Framework Program” (FP7, 2007–2013), has
supported a significant number of IoT-related projects converging in the “IoT Eu-
ropean Research Cluster” (IERC), and addressing relevant challenges, particularly
from a Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) perspective. Among them, it is possible to
recall “Internet of Things-Architecture” (IoT-A) [9] and SENSEI [10].

In the IoT-A project, developers focused their work on the design of an IoT ar-
chitecture, aiming at connecting vertically closed applications, systems and archi-
tectures, in order to create integrated and open-interoperable environments and plat-
forms. The main goal of the SENSEI project was to create a business-driven platform
that addresses the scalability problems for an amount of globally distributed devices
in Wireless Sensor and Actuator (WS&A) networks, enabling an accurate and reliable
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interaction with the physical environment, and providing network and information
management services.

Another EU FP7 project with relevant implications on the design of IoT plat-
forms was “Connect All IP-based Smart Objects!” (CALIPSO) [11]. The main goal
of CALIPSO was to enable IPv6-based connectivity of SOs to IoT networks with
very low-power consumption, thus providing long lifetime and high interoperability,
also integrating radio duty cycling and data-centric mechanisms with IPv6.

1.1.1 Protocols and Communication Models for IoT

It is a common assumption that, in the IoT, the most prominent driver to provide
interoperability is IPv6. Referring to the IP stack, at the application layer developers
find a variety of possible protocols applicable to different IoT scenarios, according to
specific application requirements. Among many options, the following are the most
relevant.

• HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), is mainly used for the communication
with the consumer’s devices.

• Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP), is built on the top of UDP, follows
a request/response paradigm, and is explicitly designed to work with a large
number of constrained devices operating in Low-Power and Lossy Networks
(LLNs).

• Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP), is based on XML, sup-
ports decentralization, security (e.g., TLS), and flexibility [12].

• Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT), is a lightweight protocol run-
ning on top of TCP/IP and following the publish/subscribe paradigm [13]. It
is an attractive choice when a small code footprint is required and when re-
mote sensors and control devices have to communicate through low bandwidth
and unreliable/intermittent channels. It is characterized by an optimized infor-
mation distribution to one or more receivers, following a multicast approach.
Being based on a publish/subscribe communication paradigm, it acts through
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a “message broker” element, responsible for dispatching messages to all topic-
linked subscribers.

• Constrained Session Initiation Protocol (CoSIP), is a lightweight version of the
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [14] aiming at allowing constrained devices to
instantiate communication sessions in a standard fashion, optionally including
a negotiation phase of some parameters, which will be used for all subsequent
communications [15, 16].

1.2 Web of Things

One of the biggest hurdles of the IoT is the monolithic nature and fragmentation
of existing vertical closed systems, architectures, and application areas. To foster IoT
development and diffusion, applications are increasingly built around the well-known
Web model, bringing about the so-called Web of Things (WoT). The Web-based ap-
proach helped to greatly expand the Internet, and will likely have the same effect
on the IoT. As for IoT-oriented networks, WoT applications rely on specific Web-
oriented application-layer protocols similar to HTTP and CoAP, and, more generally,
to protocols complying with the REST architectural style.

Whereas simulation tools typically focus on evaluating low-layer communication
protocols, in recent years several IoT testbeds have been deployed to evaluate IoT
solutions in realistic smart environments, under real-world conditions.

The IoT-Lab [17] is an example of this kind of testbed environment, providing
a very large-scale infrastructure with more than 2,700 wireless sensor nodes spread
across six different sites in France, and is used to test protocols at the link and net-
work layers and to collect performance results, such as energy consumption or packet
delivery ratio. Nevertheless, additional efforts are needed to create new innovative
services, promote long-term evolution of systems, and ensure the robustness of ap-
plications against changes that might occur over time — thereby furthering WoT
development. To easily build applications for IoT and/or WoT scenarios, developers
need the ability to work at a high level of abstraction and without worrying about
low-level details.
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Another relevant large-scale IoT testbed is SmartSantander, consisting of approx-
imately 20,000 nodes deployed in different cities across Europe [18]. With its orienta-
tion toward Smart City (SC) services and applications, however, this testbed focuses
on environmental data collection and is thus not set up to allow experimentation on a
fully addressable and resource-oriented WoT. In particular, SmartSantander does not
consider direct and bi-directional interactions between humans and objects.

1.3 Communication Technologies for the IoT

1.3.1 Wireless Technology in IoT Scenarios

The implementation of IoT systems has the double objective of lowering the entry
barrier in connecting things to each other and to the Web, promoting a rapid de-
ployment of Web-enabled objects and giving end-users simple methods by which to
access things. To achieve this, one can leverage existing HTTP- and Wi-Fi-based in-
frastructures, following two different approaches for connecting things to the Web:
(i) make a physical object smart by attaching an IoT node to it, thus taking advantage
of its built-in sensors and actuators (e.g., a temperature sensor installed on a win-
dow); (ii) modify the physical object itself by electrically connecting an IoT node,
thereby offering connectivity to actuators of the physical one (e.g., connect a lamp
to a Wi-Fi node to create a smart lamp remotely manageable via HTTP). Moreover,
research in the IoT field has been first focused on how to build IP-based architectures
in WSNs, generally involving IP adaptations to enable resource-constrained things to
be seamlessly connected to the Internet through lossy networks.

In the variety of IoT application scenarios, the spectrum of employed communi-
cation technologies is wide, with a clear tendency towards the use of wireless commu-
nication paradigms. The most representative short-range communication standards
can be synthesized as follows:

• IEEE 802.15.4 devices, normally adopt IPv6 addresses as they are generally
employed in application scenarios with networks composed by a huge number
of nodes, such as extensive industrial monitoring. For this reason, they need an
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adaptation layer (e.g., IPv6 over Low-Power Wireless Personal Area Network
(6LoWPAN)) to be able to communicate maintaining low packet size, low-
power consumption, and other optimizations related to the limited capabilities
of this SOs family [19].

• Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) devices, using the low-power version of the
Bluetooth protocol, are one of the latest entries in the IoT arena, being gener-
ally deployed in personal area applications (i.e., for proximity sensing or bea-
coning) [20]. A huge advantage of these devices is the presence of Bluetooth
interface on the majority of smartphones.

• IEEE 802.11 devices, connected in Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs),
are widely used in several IoT testbeds for their easy integration with existing
infrastructures and built-in IP network compatibility [21].

These short-range devices are generally organized in subnetworks assuming different
topologies (i.e., star, tree-based, ring, mesh). Because of their resource constraints,
they typically need to be connected to the rest of the IoT world through a more com-
plex element which acts as a gateway, providing high level functionalities such as:
data aggregation, automatic discovery, resource directory interaction, and others.

Considering the long-range communication technologies, there exist two main
classes of approaches. The first one relies on the use of cellular networks (e.g.,
3G/4G and upcoming 5G) which will likely play a fundamental role in new IoT
systems, being able to provide ubiquitous connectivity in wide areas and allowing
direct use of smartphones. However, pushing cellular connectivity into SOs presents
several limitations, related to the enormous number of IoT SOs that could be simul-
taneously connected to a single cellular base station, thus compromising the over-
all system performance. The second one is represented by Low-Power Wide Area
Networks (LPWANs), emerging technologies, exploiting Sub-GHz communication
bands and guaranteeing long-range communication. LPWANs are a possible alterna-
tive to cellular networks to collect IoT data. Sub-GHz-based boards guarantee en-
hanced coverage: from hundreds of meters to a few Km in urban areas, up to tens of
Km in open space. They can be organized in networks with star topologies, avoiding
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multi-hop communications. The drawback of the long-range communication tech-
nologies is the low data rate, with respect to the short-range ones. Common commu-
nication technologies in LPWANs are the following.

• DigiMesh: this LPWANs communication technology relies on a proprietary
routing protocol developed by Digi [22], that automatically creates a meshed
network among all nodes, allowing them to be addressed in an easy and straight-
forward way. Digimesh-enabled nodes can act as forwarders as well as end-
points, thus allowing both point-to-point and multi-hop communications from
source to destination.

• LoRa: this LPWANs communication technology has been patented and de-
signed by Semtech Corporation [23]. While the PHY layer of LoRa is pro-
prietary, the rest of the protocol stack, denoted as LoRaWAN, is kept open.
LoRa-based networks typically follow a star-of-stars topology, where the end-
points are connected via a single-hop link to one or many gateways that, in
turn, are connected to a common Network Server (NetServer) via standard IP
protocols. LoRa gateways forward messages between endpoints and the central
NetServer. Unlike cellular systems, LoRa endpoints are not required to be as-
sociated with a gateway to get access to the network, but only to the NetServer.
Gateways thus act only as bridges and simply forward to their associated Net-
Server all successfully decoded messages sent by any endpoint, after adding
some information regarding the quality of the reception.

• SIGFOX: is one of the first LPWANs technology proposed in 2009 for IoT
scenarios [24]. SIGFOX stack protocol specifications are secret (basically there
is no publicly available documentation), but SIGFOX-enabled gateways are
claimed to be able to handle up to a million connected objects, with a coverage
area of 30-50 Km in rural areas and 3-10 Km in urban areas.

In order to preserve energy and to guarantee long-range communications, SIGFOX
devices have some limitations, namely: 96 bits as maximum message size and a max-
imum of 140 transmitted messages per day. This is also due to the European reg-
ulation governing the 868 MHz band, which impose a transmission duty cycle not
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higher than 1%. Instead, the LoRaWAN architecture requires the presence of two
distinct entities (LoRa gateway and server) that need to be separated and to cooperate
through a backhaul. These components can be redundant, as in many IoT scenarios
it is possible to define architecture in which the LoRaWAN GW and NetServer are
centralized in a unique entity.

In recent years, the theme of integrating Wi-Fi technology in IoT scenarios has
been widely analyzed, often in a comparative way with respect to other existing ra-
dio frequency techniques. In [25], the ZigBee protocol [26], widely used in WSNs,
has been compared with Wi-Fi-based systems in IoT and Smart Grid (SG) scenarios.
ZigBee is a low-power, low-rate and short-range technology that relies, at the bot-
tom layers, on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The latter, however, suffers from some
limitations, such as low data transmission rate. Wi-Fi-based WSNs, instead, provide
some significant advantages: (i) high bandwidth, and support for real-time and low-
delay communications; (ii) large coverage (e.g., 50 m range for ZigBee nodes, 100 m
indoor to 300 m outdoor for Wi-Fi technology); (iii) robustness, with quick installa-
tion and reliable fault-recovery; (iv) cost-effectiveness, as hardware cost is reduced
using pre-existing Wi-Fi infrastructures. A comparison between IEEE 802.15.4 sys-
tems with a 6LoWPAN adaptation layer and low-power Wi-Fi is carried out in [27].
The recent development of power-efficient Wi-Fi components has the advantage of
easy integration with existing infrastructures and built-in IP network compatibility,
thus offering key cost savings and faster deployment. These features motivate the
adoption of Wi-Fi technologies for all applications with real-time requirements, for
which response time and reliability become critical. In [28], it is shown that, consid-
ering high OSI layers, Wi-Fi modules can achieve long battery lifetime, despite the
use of HTTP over TCP/IP. By this, standards and paradigms already employed on
the Web can be leveraged to manage resources of SOs, with the further advantage
of no need for protocol translation. This fosters the creation of fully Web-enabled
devices [29], through the adoption of Internet protocols for constrained devices (e.g.,
CoAP). Nevertheless, an approach in which an HTTP request obtains, as a response,
an HTML document with a graphical representation of the resource, is heavy for both
client and server, which must to parse and generate a complete HTML document, re-
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spectively. This evidence motivates the need to define lighter paradigms for resource
representation. Finally, in [30], WebPlug is proposed to represent HTTP resources
introducing some ontology-related concepts. However, this solution seems to be in
conflict with known axioms of Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) representation and
requires HTTP nodes to handle another REST-like paradigm, instead of reusing those
adopted by CoRE WG [31].

1.3.2 Power Line Communication

PLC is manly related to the use of existing electrical cables to transport data and has
been investigated for a long time. Power utilities have been using this technology for
many years to send or receive (limited amounts of) data on the existing power grid.
Although PLC is mostly limited by the type of propagation medium, it can rely on
existing wiring in the distribution network. According to EU’s standards and laws,
electrical utility companies can use PLC for low bit-rate data transfer (with data rates
lower than 50 Kbps) in the 3÷148 kHz frequency band. This opens new opportu-
nities and new forms of interactions among people and things in many application
areas (e.g., smart metering services and energy consumption reporting, traversing the
power line wires to reach data concentrators), making the PLC medium an enabler for
sensing, control, and automation in large systems spread over relatively wide areas
(e.g., SC and SG scenarios). Thus, on top of PLC, one can adopt also enabling tech-
nologies that can improve smart automation processes, such as the IoT. For instance,
the adoption of the PLC technology in industrial scenarios (e.g., remote control in au-
tomation and manufacturing companies), paves the way to the concept of Industrial
IoT [32]. In order to prove the growing interest in the joint adoption of IoT and PLC
paradigms to improve the communication system robustness, it can be highlighted
that several applications are enabled by the following key feature of PLC technology:
its ability to recover from network changes (in terms of repair/improvement, physical
removal, and transfer function) mitigating the fallout on the signal transmission.

In last years, the PLC paradigm has been investigated in terms of its applicability
to modern communication scenarios. An overview on the role of communication and
networking technologies in the transformation of existing electric power systems into
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SGs is proposed in [33] where, after discussing on the key drivers for the develop-
ment of SGs, a data-centric perspective for enhancing communications in this field is
then adopted. Even though research challenges (including reliability, timeliness, and
data management services) are discussed in conjunction with possible future research
directions, in [33] no experimental results are provided.

In [34], the enabling technologies for SGs and a possible roadmap for their prof-
itable evolution are discussed, motivated by the fact that the quest for sustainable
energy models is an important research driver for SGs. Furthermore, an analysis on
how current standard solutions (carried out by Internet standardization partners such
IETF, ETSI [35] and W3C [36]) can be engineered into a system, that fulfills the
needs of the SG vision, leads the authors of [34] to the suggestion of using small
and resource-constrained devices (namely, IoT), with pervasive computing capabili-
ties, as key components to implement an energy control system. In [34], however, no
experimental result is presented.

Another comprehensive overview on PLC in the context of SGs is proposed
in [37], where network control problems inherent to SGs are discussed. The PLC
channel is modeled as a fading channel and, relying on this approach, control and
traffic models are investigated in order to achieve a better understanding of the com-
munications requirements needed in the PLC field. Unfortunately, in [37] only theo-
retical considerations are carried out, with no experimental evidence.

Investigating the available protocols for PLC, in [38] an overview on the physical
layer of two different PLC protocols is presented, trying to address the requests of
emerging standards on Narrowband PLC (NB-PLC). The proposed theoretical analy-
sis, aimed at selecting the best PLC protocol, is supported by simulation results. The
application of NB-PLC in SGs is also investigated in [39], comparing the advantages
and drawbacks of PLC technology with respect to other communication solutions
in energy distribution networks. NB-PLC is shown to be suited for medium-voltage
(MV) networks, due to their vast and complex geographical extension. In [39], an
analysis of the impact of channel and topological characteristics of MV distribu-
tion networks on the design and implementation of the PLC infrastructure is also
presented. Another overview of PLC for SGs is presented in [40], where current
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protocols for PLC scenarios are investigated to derive design guidelines for future
standards. However, in [38, 40], no experimental analysis is carried out.

A computational tool, able to simulate PLC systems for access applications in a
SG scenario, is proposed in [41]. This tool is an event-based network simulator im-
plemented in C++ language using OMNeT++ [42], and can be used to test a PLC
network off-line before a real deployment. However, this tool allows to adopt only a
single signal modulation and cannot be used in a real scenario. An extensive overview
on PLC technologies and their integrability with IoT is presented in [43]. The au-
thors conclude that there is no need for additional wires to power devices (e.g., smart
meters in buildings with their corresponding data concentrator), thus motivating the
following choices: adoption of the PLC paradigm, by most electrical utilities, for
their SG projects; and adoption, by most cities, of ubiquitous computing and PLC for
their smart street lighting projects. However, in [43] no experimental results, that can
further motivate a wide adoption of PLC in Smart Cities scenarios, are provided.

An enhanced IoT-PLC concept, denoted as Power Internet of Things (PIoT), is
introduced in [44]. PIoT can be applied to different SG scenarios, such as power
transformation, distribution and consumption, and relies on three layers: perception,
networking, and application. The proposed architecture is intended to directly moni-
tor high-voltage transmission lines (that are weather-sensitive and can paralyze large
area power supply systems) through two main components: one component is in-
stalled along with the transmission wires to monitor the status of the conductors; and
the other component is installed on the transmission towers to monitor the environ-
ment and the states of the towers.

1.4 Software-Defined Networking

The basic concept of the SDN is the decoupling of the network control and forward-
ing functions [45], enabling the underlying infrastructure (e.g., the internal network
functions of IoT nodes) to be abstracted and programmable in the control plane (e.g.,
the layer at which the IoT nodes takes decisions). The network control function is
logically centralized in an entity called controller that provides an abstract and cen-
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tralized view of the overall network to the SDN applications running on top of the
control plane. The interface between the application plane and the control plane is
called NorthBound Interface (NBI), while the interface between the control plane
and the data plane is called SouthBound Interface (SBI). Due to their decoupled na-
ture, SDN solutions can be applied in different scenarios, from IoT-related networks
to enterprise data centers, till large carrier networks. In some cases, a pure SDN so-
lution based on L2 switches interconnected to a centralized controller (e.g., in data
centers) can be used, while in other contexts a more complex solution including the
interaction with standard L3 routing protocols is needed. OpenFlow (OF) [46] is a
protocol that has been specifically designed for the SBI.

1.4.1 Segment Routing

The Segment Routing (SR) paradigm [47] leverages on the source routing concept
and aims at providing enhanced packet forwarding behavior without requiring per-
flow state maintenance within the network, leading to a reduction of the complexity
for both control and user planes. With SR the path of a packet can be enforced through
an ordered list of processing/forwarding functions, called segments, that may consist
of both logical and physical elements: for example a segment may be a packet filter, a
network node, or a network link. The chain of these elements forms the SR path of a
packet, identified by a list of segment identifiers (SIDs). The scope of such SIDs can
be global or local. While global SIDs are defined globally and should be recognized
by all network nodes, local SIDs are defined locally within a node and the use of
local SIDs by other nodes requires the implementation of an explicit distribution
mechanism.

SR lends itself to support different applications: Virtual Private Networks (VPNs),
protection/restoration, Traffic Engineering (TE), Service Function Chaining (SFC),
Network Function Virtualization (NFV), Operation and Management (OAM). The
standardization activity on the SR architecture is relatively recent. The status of the
draft is mature and different independent implementations are now available. Real
world deployments are ongoing, as SR has captured the interest of network providers
and of “Over the Top” providers.
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SR is a general concept that needs to be mapped onto a specific forwarding
technology that supports source routing, for example Multi Protocol Label Switch-
ing (MPLS) or IPv6. In case of MPLS, SIDs are represented by MPLS labels, as well
as in case of IPv6 choice, in which SIDs equal to IPv6 addresses.

In general the computation of the source routed paths and the configuration of
the border nodes can be realized either in a distributed or in a centralized way. In
the former case, the control logic of border nodes needs to be further enhanced. In
the latter case, the SDN architecture represents a perfect fit: a SDN approach can be
used to properly configure the SR services in the border nodes, with minimal or no
increase of the complexity of the border node.

1.5 Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing represents the increasing trend moving to the external deployment
of IT resources, obtaining them as services [48]. Cloud Computing enables conve-
nient and on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing
resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage elements, applications, and services) that
could be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service
provider interaction [49].

At hardware level, a number of physical devices, including processors, hard drives,
and network devices, fulfill processing and storage needs. Above this, the combina-
tion of (i) software layer, (ii) virtualization layer, and (iii) management layer, allows
effective management of servers. In Cloud Computing, available service models are
the following.

• Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS): provides processing, storage, networks,
and other computing resources, allowing the consumer to deploy and run arbi-
trary software, including Operating Systems (OSs) and applications. The con-
sumer has control over OSs, storage, deployed applications and, possibly, lim-
ited control of select networking components.

• Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS): provides the capability to deploy infrastruc-
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ture, consumer-created, or acquired applications. The consumer has no control
on the underlying infrastructure (e.g., network, servers, OSs, or storage) but
only manages deployed applications.

• Software-as-a-Service (SaaS): provides the capability to use the applications
owned by the provider, running on the Cloud infrastructure, by accessing from
various client devices through proper client interfaces. The consumer does not
manage or control the underlying Cloud infrastructure or individual application
capabilities, with the possible exception of limited user-specific application
configuration settings.

Cloud Computing is generally complementary to the IoT scenario, as it acts (i) as
collector of real-time sensed data, and (ii) as provider of services built on the basis
of collected informations. The main need is to be extremely scalable, allowing the
support to large-scale IoT applications.

Several research projects address their effort to provide a solution for the deploy-
ment and management of a pervasive IoT-Cloud infrastructure. The EU FP7 project
OpenIoT [50] aims to provide a systematic and structured solution to the management
of utilities based on IoT environments. It can be considered as an extension of tra-
ditional Cloud Computing implementations since it is specifically designed to allow
access to different and heterogeneous IoT resources and capabilities. To summarize,
the main objectives of OpenIoT framework are:

• to create an open-source middleware for getting information from sensor, with-
out having to concern about what exact they are used;

• to explore efficient ways to use and manage Cloud environments for IoT “enti-
ties” and resources (such as sensors, actuators and smart devices) and offering
utility-based IoT services;

• to provide instantiations of Cloud-based and utility-based sensing services,
enabling the concept of “Sensing-as-a-Service” via an adaptive middleware
framework for deploying and providing services in Cloud environments.
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Another example of this approach is given by the FIWARE project [51], an open
Cloud-based infrastructure for cost-effective creation and delivery of Internet appli-
cations and services. FIWARE API specifications are public, royalty-free, and com-
pliant to OCCI [52] specifications, driven by the development of an open-source ref-
erence implementation which allows developers, service providers, enterprises, and
other organizations to develop innovative products based on FIWARE technologies.
The FIWARE solution is based on the Openstack project [53], an open Cloud OS
that controls large pools of computing, storage, and networking resources for public
and private Clouds. The project aims to deliver solutions for all types of Clouds by
being simple to implement, massively scalable, and feature-rich. While OpenStack
can be seen as a framework following a vendor-driven model, OpenNebula [54] rep-
resents an open-source Cloud platform focused on the user, aiming at delivering a
flexible and simple feature-rich solution to build and manage virtualized data centers
and enterprise Clouds.

1.5.1 Security Issues in Cloud and IoT Scenarios

Cloud Computing is constantly growing and so are concerns about security and
privacy of data, that give rise to additional Cloud-specific vulnerabilities (i.e., the
possibility that a component will be unable to resist against the actions of a threat
agent). Following the public, shared, and virtualized nature of the Cloud Computing
paradigm, the migration of assets (e.g., data and applications) from an administrative
control environment to a shared environment where many users are collocated, highly
increases security concerns [55, 56].

Similarly to other paradigms, Cloud Computing needs to manage the digital
identity of its users. A possible solution is represented by Identity Management
(IdM) [57], corresponding to a set of capabilities, such as maintenance, adminis-
tration, authentication and policy enforcement, used to ensure identity information
and guarantee security. In order to allow access control in open environments, IdM
can be implemented in different ways: (i) in-house implementation, in which iden-
tities are issued and managed by single companies, which have complete responsi-
bility on them; and (ii) managed implementation, in which the Identity-as-a-Service
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(IDaaS) concept is adopted and the IdM is outsourced to external companies. Re-
gardless of the chosen configuration, an IdM system (IMS) controlling the platform
identities always involves three main types of entities: (i) the user; (ii) the Identity
Provider (IdP), responsible for issuing and managing user identities and credentials;
and (iii) the Service Provider (SP), responsible for providing services based on iden-
tities/attributes of the users. An IMS must always provide the following functions:
(i) provisioning of identities related to the different types of accounts adopted by the
organization (e.g., administrator, IT consultant, developer, end user); (ii) authentica-
tion and authorization functions, identifying individuals through various mechanisms
(e.g., username/password, X.509 certificates, One-Time Password (OTP), biometrics)
and providing them different access levels for different operations within a comput-
ing infrastructure; and (iii) grouping SPs into a federation and, then, establishing a
trust that allows sharing of identities information among them.

Even if the topic is not fully explored, some works have recently appeared in
the literature to address the problem of applying security mechanisms to the IoT-
Cloud environment. In [58], security issues in an IoT-based e-Health scenario are
analyzed, providing a framework mainly focused on vulnerabilities associated with:
(i) endpoint access; (ii) Cloud services; and (iii) partners and providers. In [59], a
SC scenario is explored, focusing on the problem of securing Cloud API for sensing
and actuation in an open sensor platform. Regardless of the selected use case, the
most relevant technologies employed for implementing an IMS can be summarized
as follows.

• Active Directory (AD): a directory service created by Microsoft for Windows
domain networks.

• Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML): a XML-based open stan-
dard for exchanging authentication and authorization data between security
domains (i.e., between an IdP and a SP).

• Single Sign-On (SSO): a mechanism for access control of multiple (related,
but independent) software systems, in which a user logs in only once and gains
access to all related systems without the need to log in again.
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Storing and managing the identities presents crucial security concerns for Cloud
providers, because stored information can be tampered or modified by malicious or
unauthorized users.

Several technologies implement federated identity; among them, one of the most
important is Shibboleth [60], which is a widely employed Authentication and Autho-
rization Infrastructure (AAI) based on SAML that allows to create a safe structure
that simplifies the management of identities; moreover, it provides the user a SSO
layer for different organizations belonging to the same federation, in which identity
informations are shared. A Shibboleth system is built on two main entities, the IdP
and the SP, and on an optional one, the Where Are You From (WAYF) module. The
Shibboleth IdP manages the authentication of the users, maintaining credentials and
attributes. The SP is located where the resources are stored and accessed by the user.
The optional WAYF component allows an association between a user and multiple
organizations. When the access to a protected resource is tried, the user is forwarded
to an interface that asks him/her to choose the organization which he/she belongs to;
after this choice, the user is redirected to his/her correct IdM interface to start the au-
thentication process. The WAYF service can be distributed as part of a SP, becoming
quite useful when it is used with SPs offering resources for registered users in several
IdPs.

In addition to these IdM-based solutions, several methods and strategies to enable
confidentiality in IoT infrastructures (especially publish/subscribe) are proposed. IoT
systems have to avoid security threats, providing strong security foundations built on
a holistic view of security for all IoT elements at all stages: from object identifi-
cation to service provision; from data acquisition to stream processing. All security
mechanisms must ensure: resilience to attacks, data authentication, access control,
and client privacy.

In [61], IoT systems are expected to bridge the physical and the “virtual” worlds,
using a novel broker that supports protocols such as HTTP and MQTT, adhering
to the REST paradigm and allowing developers to easily and responsively expose
fundamental entities as REST resources. This broker does not address any security
issues, claiming that possibles solutions could include: plain authentication, VPNs,
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Access Control Lists (ACLs), as well as OAuth2 [62], a new type of authorization
which is used to grant access to personal data by third-party applications.

In [63], the authors examine roles of different actors comprising an inter-domain
publish/subscribe network, along with security requirements and minimal required
trust associations between entities, introducing and analyzing an architecture that se-
cures both data and control planes. The main security goals for a publish/subscribe
architecture are: (i) integrity, (ii) scalability, (iii) availability, and iv) prevention of
underived traffic. Finally, in [63], different actors and security mechanisms are iden-
tified. The main mechanism is Packet Level Authentication (PLA) which, combined
with cryptographic signatures and data identifiers tied to secured identifiers, creates
a strong binding between data and traffic, thus preventing Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks.

The work of [64] treats security issues relying on the requirements of a particu-
lar application and on an external publish/subscribe infrastructure. General security
needs of the applications include confidentiality, integrity, and availability. At the
opposite, the security concerns of the infrastructure focus on system integrity and
availability. Security issues in publish/subscribe platforms rely on authentication, in-
formation integrity, subscription integrity, service integrity, user anonymity and in-
formation confidentiality, in addition to subscription confidentiality, publication con-
fidentiality, and accountability.

In [65], a study of confidentiality in Content-Based Publish/Subscribe (CBPS)
systems is presented, defined as an interaction model storing the interests of sub-
scribers in a content-based infrastructure, to guide routing of notifications to inter-
ested subjects. In agreement with the approach in [64], confidentiality aspects are
decoupled into two facets, namely notification and subscription, suggesting that: a
confidential CBPS (C-CBPS) must satisfy correctness and notification; whereas a
subscription CBPS must satisfy unforgeability and security, and match isolation. A
high level approach to obtain C-CBPS relying on notifications using simple blocks,
that may be controlled and checked better than a whole encryption of those ones, is
proposed.

In [66], the use of Federated Identity and Access Management (FIAM) in IoT is
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analyzed, following a consumer-oriented approach, where consumers own data col-
lected by their devices, having a control over entities who access these data. Tradi-
tional security models, based on the concept of roles with a hierarchical structure, are
not applicable for IoT scenarios (because of the billions of devices involved, the im-
possibility to adopt a centralized model of authentication, and the necessity to support
mechanisms for delegation of authority). The authors propose OAuth2 as a possible
solution to achieve access management with IoT devices which support the MQTT
protocol. The overall system consists of: (i) a MQTT broker, (ii) an Authorization
Server supporting OAuth2, (iii) a Web Authorization tool, and (iv) a device.

The work of [67] tackles the problem of application security in the Cloud, aim-
ing at incorporating end-to-end security, so that Cloud providers not only can iso-
late their clients from each other, but can also isolate the data generated by multiple
users which access a particular service provided by the Cloud. An approach called
“application-level virtualization”, which consists of (i) removing from applications
all the details regarding security and flow control, (ii) placing the security manage-
ment logic in the Cloud infrastructure, and (iii) allowing providers to permit only the
interactions that the clients specify, is proposed.

1.6 Fog Computing

In the area of user-driven and Cloud IoT architectures, in [68] is proposed the concept
of Fog Computing as a novel and appropriate paradigm for a variety of IoT services
and applications that require mobility support, low latency, and location awareness.
The Fog Computing can be described as a highly virtualized platform that provides
computing, storage, and networking services between end-devices and the Cloud. In
other words, the Fog Computing is meant to act as an extension of the Cloud, oper-
ating at the edge of the network to support endpoints by providing rich services that
can fulfill real-time and low-latency consumer’s requirements. The Fog Computing
paradigm has specific characteristics, which can be summarized as follows:

• geographical distribution, in contrast with the centralization envisioned by the
Cloud;
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• subscriber model employed by the players in the Fog;

• support for mobility.

The architecture described in [68] is based on Fog and Cloud interplay: the former
provides localization, low-latency, and context awareness to endpoints; the latter pro-
vides global centralization functionalities. In the presented IoT/Fog scenario, collec-
tors at the edge of the network manage the data generated by sensors and devices: the
portion of these data that require real-time processing (from milliseconds to tenths
of seconds) are consumed locally by the first tier of the Fog. The rest is sent to the
higher tiers for operations with less stringent time constraints (from seconds to min-
utes). The higher is the tier, the wider is the geographical coverage and the longer the
time scale. As a result, the Fog must support several types of storage: from ephemeral,
at the lowest tier, to semi-permanent, at the highest tier. The ultimate and global cov-
erage is provided by the Cloud, which is used as repository for data with a potential
duration of months or years. In Fig. 1.1 the hierarchical structure of layers involved
in data collection, processing, and distribution in IoT scenarios, is shown.

Figure 1.1: The hierarchy of layers involved in IoT scenarios: the Fog Computing
works as an extension of the Cloud Computing to the network edge to support data
collection, processing, and distribution.
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1.7 Big Data Processing Pattern

From a business perspective, managing and gaining insights from data is a challenge
and a key to competitive advantage. Analytical solutions that collect structured and
unstructured data are important, as they can help companies to gain cross-related in-
formation not only from their privately acquired data, but also from large amounts
of data publicly available on the Web, social networks, blogs and, thus, coming from
IoT-oriented architectures. Big Data opens a wide range of possibilities for organiza-
tions to understand the needs of their customers, predict their demands, and optimize
the use of evaluable resources. The work of [69] illustrates that the Big Data notion
is different and more powerful with respect to traditional analytic tools used by com-
panies. As analytic tools, Big Data can find patterns and glean intelligence from data
translating, and this translates into business advantage. However, Big Data is powered
by what is often referred as a “multi V” model, in which “V” stands for:

• Variety: to represent the data types;

• Velocity: to represent the rate at which the data is produced and processed and
stored according with further analysis;

• Volume: to define the amount of data;

• Veracity: refers to how much the data can be trusted given the reliability of its
sources.

Big Data architectures generally use traditional processing patterns with a pipeline
approach [70]. These architectures are typically based on a processing perspective
where the data flow goes downstream from input to output, to perform specific tasks
or reach the target goal. Typically, the information follows a pipeline where data
are sequentially handled with tightly coupled pre-defined processing sub-units (static
data routing). The described paradigm can be defined as “process-oriented”: a cen-
tral coordination point manages the execution of sub-units in a certain order and each
sub-unit provides a specific processing output, which is created to be used only within
the scope of its own process without the possibility to be shared among different
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processes. This approach represents a major deviation from traditional Service Ori-
ented Architectures (SOAs), in which the sub-units are external Web Services (WSs)
invoked by a coordinator process rather than internal services [71]. Big Data ap-
plications generally interact with Cloud Computing architectures which can handle
resources and provide services to consumers. In [72], the authors presents a survey
on approaches, environments, and technologies on key-areas for Big Data analyt-
ics capabilities, investigating how they can contribute to build analytics solutions for
Clouds. A set of gaps and recommendations, for the research community, on future
directions on Cloud-supported Big Data computing are also described.

1.8 Stream and Real-Time Management

In literature there have been presented different platforms abiding by low-latency and
real-time requirements. Possible examples of such solutions are Apache Storm [73]
and Apache S4 [74].

Storm is a free and open-source distributed real-time computation system to reli-
ably process unbounded streams of data. The system can be integrated with different
queuing and database technologies and provides mechanisms to define topologies in
which nodes consume data streams and process them in arbitrarily complex ways.
S4 is a general purpose, near real-time, distributed, decentralized, scalable, event-
driven, and modular platform that allows programmers to implement applications for
processing streams of data. Multiple application nodes can be deployed and intercon-
nected on S4 clusters to create more sophisticated systems. The most relevant use
cases for Storm and S4 are stream processing and continuous computations on data
stored in databases (e.g., message processing for database update).

In [75] it is addressed the problem to process, procure, and provide information
related to the IoT scenario with almost zero latency. As an example, it is consid-
ered a taxi fleet management system, which has to identify the most relevant taxi in
terms of availability and proximity to the customer’s location. The core of the pub-
lish/subscribe architecture proposed in [75] is the Mediator, which encapsulates the
processing of the incoming requests from the consumer side and the incoming events
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from the services side. Services are publishers (taxis in the proposed example) which
are responsible to inform the Mediator if there is some change in the provided service
(e.g., the taxi location or the number of current passengers). Thus, instead of pulling
data at consumer’s request time, the Mediator knows at any time the status of all ser-
vices, being able to join user requests with the event stream coming from the taxis,
using temporal join-statements expressed through SQL-like expressions.



Chapter 2

Access and Backhaul Technologies
for IoT

The gigantic information exchange coming from IoT-oriented scenarios enables new
opportunities and new forms of interactions among things and people, and requires
solutions about the transmission mediums that can be used to handle IoT-related data
rates. These solutions need to be adopted at different layers of the communication,
trying to reuse, if possible, already available transmission architectures, as well as
combining existing paradigms with IoT concept. In this context it is interesting to
analyze the effects and the consequences of the joint adoption of IoT and PLC.

2.1 IoT on Power Line Communication

As known, the IoT can be defined as a “network of networks” of physical devices
connected in an Internet-like structure, thus enabling them to collect, exchange and
process data. In the last years, the services over the IoT have evolved due to the
needs identified by the new interactions (e.g., people-to-people, people-to-machine
and Machine-to-Machine (M2M) interactions). In this way, the IoT paradigm allows
to join real and virtual worlds, especially when combined with other technologies,
such as mobile and sensing technologies, and home networking applications (e.g.,
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smart metering).
Thus, it is interesting to evaluate how the joint adoption of IoT and PLC concepts

allows to rely on IoT protocols (e.g., CoAP, HTTP, CoSIP) over power lines, since
this has relevant implications on smart infrastructure management [76].

2.1.1 Power Line Communication Modulations

Over the past several years, there have been intense research activities on modeling
powerline channels. Due to a significant interest in adopting the low-frequency bands
for communication in PLC scenarios (from 20 KHz to 500 KHz), various standardiza-
tion institutes have defined several PLC bands to regulate the frequency utilization, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.1. Furthermore, the European Standard CENELEC EN50065 [77]
has divided the low frequency power line spectrum, between 3 KHz and 148.5 KHz,
into four different frequency bands, referred to as, respectively:

• “CENELEC A” band: 3 KHz ≤ f ≤ 95 KHz;

• “CENELEC B” band: 95 KHz < f ≤ 125 KHz;

• “CENELEC C” band: 125 KHz < f ≤ 140 KHz;

• “CENELEC D” band: 140 KHz < f ≤ 148.5 KHz.

In Japan, the regulatory entity ARIB has defined an available PLC transmission band
between 10 KHz and 450 KHz [78]. In the United States, the whole spectrum between
10 KHz and 490 KHz has been allocated to one wideband channel by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) [79].

Following these band allocations, different physical layer protocols have been
recently defined, to support data transmission in the low frequency bands, and fur-
ther adopted by different PLC modems vendors (e.g., Texas Instruments (TI), Maxim
Integrated, STMicroelectronics). The main protocols to date are here summarized.

• PRIME [80]: intended for PLC-based modems operating in the frequency range
between 42 KHz and 88 KHz using Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplex-
ing (OFDM).
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USA
 FCC band: 10 - 490 KHz
 Single wide band: from 10 to 450 KHz
 Access protocol deined by standard
 HomePlug Brodband: 2 - 30MHz

EUROPE
 CENELEC-A band: 3 - 95 KHz, reserved for power companies
 CENELEC-B band: 95 - 125 KHz, all applications, no access
  protocol required
 CENELEC-C band: 125 - 140 KHz, home network systems with
  mandatory CSMA/CA
 CENELEC-D band: 140 - 148.5 KHz, alarm and security systems
  without protocol

JAPAN
 ARIB band: 10 - 450 KHz

CHINA
 3 - 90 KHz preferred by EPRI
 3 - 500 KHz single band not regulated

Figure 2.1: PLC bands.

• HomePlug specification [81]: operating at frequencies up to 400 KHz.

• G3-PLC [82]: intended for PLC-based modems operating in a sub-frequency
range of the CENELEC A band, from 35 KHz to 91 KHz.

• G.hnem specification [83]: drafted by ITU and selecting G3-PLC and PRIME
specification as two annexes to its main body.

• IEEE P1901.2 [84]: defined by IEEE and adopting G3-PLC and PRIME spec-
ifications as two profiles for PLC communication.

2.1.2 Experimental Evaluation

In order to investigate the joint integration of the PLC paradigm in an IoT scenario
and to evaluate the performance of the overall communication architecture, an ex-
perimental evaluation has been carried out on a residential electrical line, in order to
verify the capabilities to exchange data collected from different IoT devices (through
their on-board sensors, e.g., temperature, humidity, brightness, and proximity sen-
sors). In particular, the “CENELEC A” mask has been selected, in its 36 sub-carriers
version (with adjacent sub-carrier separation ∆ f = 1.5625 KHz), since the other
masks did not work properly on the electrical line, as verified by further experimental
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tests.
Among many PLC modems produced by different vendors, a PLC kit able to

support both PRIME and G3-PLC protocols and provided by TI has been selected,
namely the TMDSPLCKIT-V3 kit [85]. This modem allows to use different modula-
tions (Robust Modulation (ROBO), Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK), Quadrature
Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK), Eight Phase-Shift Keying (8PSK)) and can operate in
a double transmission mode (Stream/NO Stream). Assuming a transmitter module
(TX) and a receiver one (RX), the transmission modes work as follows:

• if the Stream mode is deactivated (NO Stream mode), the RX module has to
send back an ACK message to the TX module for every received packet (slow
transmission);

• if the Stream option is activated, the RX module has not to send back any
acknowledgment message to the TX module (fast transmission).

The experimental evaluation has been carried out by adopting the G3-PLC transmis-
sion protocol, due to its features and manageability in the chosen TI PLC modem,
and has been mainly split into two phases.

The former experimentation involves the adoption of an application provided by
the vendor of the chosen PLC modems. The latter is based on the adoption of a self-
developed software library that allows to interact with the chosen PLC modems and
to transmit data (obtained by on-board sensors equipping the IoT devices) through
the electrical line.

Experimental Evaluation using PLC Modems as “Black Boxes”

In order to test the functionalities of the chosen PLC modem and of its APIs, an ex-
ternal Java-based library, with which it is possible to interact with PLC modules, has
been developed. This library is based, for its serial communication features, on the
jSSC library [86] and needs to adhere to the TI-defined request/response “HostMes-
sage” protocol, by which it is possible to initialize a G3-PLC-based PLC network
and to communicate over the power line. The configuration of a PLC modem is car-
ried out through the following steps: (i) system initialization (e.g., check for existing
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configurations, current configuration loading, system reboot); (ii) network configura-
tion, required to make the modem part of an IP power line-based network (network
parameters configuration, Base Node (BN) discovery, PLC module attachment to the
BN); (iii) data transmission, in which the user transmits a “DATA TRANSFER” com-
mand to the PLC modem, which replies back with a confirmation message and starts
sending the message, properly encoded, on the power line.

Among other features, the Java-based library includes some APIs for managing
the PLC modules in two distinct ways, denoted as “Point-to-Point” and “Service
Node” configurations, as follows.

• “Point-to-Point” mode: the PLC module registers itself with the power line and
waits for an input from the user; in the meantime, the PLC module can receive,
in an asynchronous way, messages from another PLC module.

• “Service Node” (SN) mode: the PLC module registers itself on the power line
network, waiting for a joining acknowledgment from a running BN. Once it has
completed this joining step, it belongs to G3-PLC network and is addressable
with an IPv6 address released by the BN.

Considering the Point-to-Point configuration, different scenarios with two TI PLC
modules have been tested, on both cold and hot lines, managing them with the Java-
based library. In these tests, a transmitter module sends a HostMessage-based packet
to a second PLC module which receives it and, then, replies to the TX with another
HostMessage-based packet.

Regarding the SN configuration, an experimental scenario composed by a sin-
gle SN (corresponding to a PLC modem) and by a BN (whose features are provided
by the TI Data Concentrator TMDSDC3359 [87]) is considered. In order to pre-
vent any damages to the BN module, the SN scenario has been deployed on a cold
line. With this configuration, a successful communication has been experimented, in
which the BN initializes the G3-PLC network and the SN correctly joins the G3-PLC
network, becoming an active member of the system. Another experimental scenario,
composed of a TI Data Concentrator TMDSDC3359 as BN and with two PLC mod-
ules as SNs, has been successfully investigated. The obtained results show that, by
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using the Java-based library, is possible to both identify the SNs through their IPv6
addresses (assigned by the BN) and let them exchange HostMessage-based packets.

(1)

(2)
(3)

Figure 2.2: Map of a scientific building of the School of Engineering of the University
of Parma.

(4) (5)

Figure 2.3: Map of the corridor between the different scientific buildings of the
School of Engineering of the University of Parma.

In Table 2.1, the results of several experimental tests, based on both Point-to-
Point and SN configurations, are reported. The performance metrics of interest in
each test are: the measured distances between PLC endpoints and the throughput. As
expected, the main causes of communication failures (namely, electrical line noises
and misconfigurations) are unpredictable and out of direct control.
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

Figure 2.4: Map of the learning buildings of the School of Engineering of the Uni-
versity of Parma.

Evaluation on a Supervised Electrical Line

Another experimental evaluation has been carried out by transferring between the
two PLC modems an 88 Kbyte file. Since each PLC transmission packet (at physical
layer) has to be 256 byte long, the transmission of an 88 Kbyte packet requires trans-
mitting 351 PLC packets. In this case, the evaluation has been carried out, through
a proper application available from TI, on a close-set electrical line. Different phys-
ical layer settings have been considered to test the communication on both a cold
line (a power strip disconnected and isolated from the electrical residential line) and
a hot line (a power strip connected and powered by the electrical residential line).
In particular, the considered configurations are the following: “CENELEC A 36”,
“CENELEC A 25” (use of the “CENELEC A” mask with 25 sub-carriers), “CEN-
ELEC B”, “CENELEC BC” (associated with a broader frequency range given by
the union of “CENELEC B” and “CENELEC C” frequency bands), and “CENELEC
BCD” (obtained by the union of the “CENELEC B/C/D” masks). The performance
results, associated with the test on a hot line, are shown in Table 2.2, in columns 1-4.

Considering the values obtained with the inclusion of “CENELEC B” mask, it
can be observed that the majority of the configurations with “CENELEC BC” and
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Table 2.1: Performance results of experimental tests, using PLC modems as “black
boxes”, in both Point-to-Point and SN configurations.

Configuration Line Description Throughput Reference

Point-to-Point /

SN
COLD Zero distance between the PLC modems. 100% Fig. 2.2 (1)

SN HOT
Same building, with 5 m between each

line entry points.
100% Fig. 2.2 (2)

SN HOT
Same building, two different floors, with

15 m between each line entry points.
100% Fig. 2.2 (3)

SN HOT
Corridor between 2 buildings, with

50 m length.
0% Fig. 2.3 (4)

SN HOT
Corridor between 2 buildings, with

25 m length.
0% Fig. 2.3 (5)

SN HOT Same building. 100% Fig. 2.4 (6)

SN HOT Same building, with 10 m length. 100% Fig. 2.4 (7)

SN HOT Same building, with 40 m length. 0% Fig. 2.4 (8)

SN HOT Same building, with 15 m length. 100% Fig. 2.4 (9)

SN HOT Same building, with 20 m length. 0% Fig. 2.4 (10)

SN HOT
Corridor between 2 classrooms at

50 m length.
0% Fig. 2.4 (11)

“CENELEC BCD” do not provide any data transmission. Moreover, the throughput
obtained with the “CENELEC B” mask, for each configuration, is lower than the cor-
responding one obtained with the “CENELEC A 25” and “CENELEC A 36” masks.
This is likely due, on one end, to a reduced frequency bandwidth and, on the other
end, to the incompatibility between the available modulations and masks different
from “CENELEC A”.

Although the best performance has been obtained with the “CENELEC A 36”
mask, a further experimental test has been carried out considering the same set-
tings assumed in the previous tests, except for the activation of the Tone Map Re-
quest (TMR) option (a TI-provided setting that allows to tune the tone map of OFDM
for each currently selected frequency range). The obtained results are shown in Ta-
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Table 2.2: Performance results on hot lines, using default parameters and adopt-
ing different modulations: “CENELEC A 36”, “CENELEC A 25”, “CENELEC B”,
“CENELEC BC”, “CENELEC BCD” masks.

CENELEC Mask “B” “BC” “BCD” “A 25” “A 36”

Packet Length 256 bytes 256 bytes 1024 bytes

Modulation Stream
TMR

OFF

TMR

ON

TMR

OFF

TMR

ON

TMR

OFF

ROBO
OFF 729 1358 1617 1335 3389 1975 4901 2634

ON 902 1691 2115 1648 4976 2775 6076 3060

BPSK
OFF 2984 3928 7 3772 3418 4568 4894 6661

ON 4200 5846 7 5600 4968 7074 6069 8769

QPSK
OFF 4013 7 7 4669 3483 5586 4866 8142

ON 5874 7 7 7374 4987 8959 6089 11212

8PSK
OFF 2501 7 7 5148 3440 5985 4906 8766

ON 5846 7 7 8247 4971 9807 6089 12344

ble 2.2, in columns 5-6. Comparing the results obtained with activated TMR (col-
umn 5) with those with deactivated TMR (column 6), it is possible to observe that
the activation of the TMR option only increases the transmission throughput when
the ROBO modulation is adopted (improving it by almost 70%). At the opposite, in
all other cases the throughput decreases by approximately 45%.

Considering the “CENELEC A 36” mask (which guaranteed the highest through-
put), it has been performed another test by increasing the PLC packet size from
256 byte to 1024 byte. The transmission of an 88 Kbyte file thus requires 88 PLC
packets. The obtained results, with activation and deactivation of the TMR option,
are reported in the columns 7-8 of Table 2.2. Comparing the results with activated
TMR with those obtained with deactivated TMR (more generally, with the results
highlighted in columns 1-6), it can be concluded that the highest throughput (around
12 kbps) is achieved transferring a file in Stream mode, using the “CENELEC A 36”
mask with 8PSK modulation and disabling the TMR option.
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Experiments on a Hot Electrical Line

Subsequently, the focus has been placed on an experimental campaign carried out
on a hot electrical line between two offices of the scientific buildings of the School
of Engineering of the University of Parma. Following the guidelines suggested by
the results previously highlighted, the experimental tests have been carried out using
the “CENELEC A 36” mask and transferring, between the two PLC modules, an
88 Kbyte file with 351 256 byte TMR transmission packets (at physical layer). The
results obtained with this physical layer setting, activating and deactivating the TMR
option, are shown in Table 2.3, columns 1-2.

Table 2.3: Performance on real hot line, transferring packets and using “CENELEC
A 36” and “CENELEC A 25” masks, and enabling and disabling the TMR option.

CENELEC Mask “A 36” “A 25”

Packet Length 256 bytes 1024 bytes 1024 bytes

Modulation Stream TMR ON TMR OFF TMR ON TMR OFF TMR ON TMR OFF

ROBO
OFF 1972 1949 2549 2584 7 7

ON 2723 2730 2990 2991 1875 1977

BPSK
OFF 1939 7 2585 7 7 7

ON 2715 7 3020 7 1888 7

QPSK
OFF 1966 7 2578 7 7 7

ON 2719 7 2930 7 1955 7

8PSK
OFF 1944 7 2617 7 7 7

ON 2715 7 2971 7 1942 7

Analyzing results in Table 2.3, one can observe that the activation of the TMR
option allows the communication through a real electrical line with all the tested
modulations, with an average throughput on the order of 2.7 kbps when the Stream
mode is enabled.

The performance results obtained increasing the TMR packet size from 256 byte
to 1024 byte (an 88 Kbyte file requires 88 PLC packets), activating and deactivating
the TMR option, are shown in Table 2.3, columns 3-4. Comparing the results with
256 byte long PLC packets with those with 1024 byte long PLC packets, it is possible
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to observe that, in the latter case: (i) with deactivated TMR option, the majority of the
modulations still do not allow a communication between the PLC modules, showing
only a little increase in the case of ROBO modulation: this means that the packet size
increase does not improve the communication performance; (ii) the activation of the
TMR option, instead, allows the communication with all available modulations, with
highest throughput (3.0 kbps) in the case of BPSK modulation.

Furthermore, comparing these results with those in Table 2.2, it is possible to
observe that: (i) with “CENELEC A 36” mask, activated TMR option, and 256 byte
packets, the performance results in Table 2.2 (column 5) are higher (almost twice)
than those in Table 2.3 (column 1); (ii) with “CENELEC A 36” mask, deactivated
TMR option, and 256 byte packet, the only operational modulation in Table 2.3 (col-
umn 2) is ROBO, while in Table 2.2 (column 6) all modulations allow data trans-
mission; (iii) with “CENELEC A 36” mask, activated TMR option, and 1024 byte
packets, the performance results in Table 2.3 (column 3) are lower (almost half) than
those in Table 2.2 (column 7); and (iv) with “CENELEC A 36” mask, deactivated
TMR option, and 1024 byte packet, the only operational modulation in Table 2.3
(column 4) is ROBO, while in Table 2.2 (column 8) all modulations allow data trans-
mission.

Further experimental tests have been carried out maintaining the “CENELEC A”
band and changing the mask from “CENELEC A 36” to “CENELEC A 25”, thus
activating and deactivating the TMR option. The corresponding results are reported
in Table 2.3, columns 5-6. Adopting the “CENELEC A 25” mask and disabling the
TMR option, most of the modulations do not allow communication on the hot elec-
trical line. The only operational configuration is the one with the ROBO modulation:
however, in this case as well, the performance degrades with respect to that guaran-
teed by “CENELEC A 36”. It can be observed that the activation of the TMR option
increases the number of operational modulations (especially when the Stream mode
is enabled). Furthermore, by comparing the results in Table 2.3 with those in Ta-
ble 2.2, it can be observed that on a real hot line, the only operational modulation is
ROBO, while in Table 2.2 all modulations allow data transmission.

Other communication tests on hot electrical lines have led to the following results.
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1. Adoption of the “CENELEC B/C/D” masks, using the same configurations of
previous tests on supervised electrical line: no data transmission on these bands
was successfully carried out, regardless of the used modulation.

2. Adoption of different masks in TX and in RX, looking for combinations which
would allow the communication on the electrical line: with the “CENELEC
A 36” mask in TX and the “CENELEC A 25” mask in RX, no configuration
worked; with the “CENELEC A 25” mask in TX and the “CENELEC A 36”
mask in RX, no communication was allowed as well.

Experiments on Electrical Lines with Different Lengths

It has been preliminary recalled that it is not possible to control the exact extension
and the loads on a real (walled) electrical line, as the one between different depart-
ments of the School of Engineering of the University of Parma. Therefore, in order
to overcome this constraint, it has been assembled a handmade 300 m electrical line,
composed by 6 50 m-long electrical cables, as shown in Fig. 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Real deployment of an electrical line composed by different pieces of
electrical cable.

Adopting the “CENELEC A 36” mask, tests were carried out with activated TMR
option and using a PLC packet size equal to 1024 byte. According to this setting, the
transmission of an 88 Kbyte file requires 88 PLC packets on the electrical line.
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Tests on a cold electrical line As in the test on a close-set electrical line previously
described, in this case experimental tests were carried out increasing progressively the
length of the cold electrical line from 50 m to 300 m, with a 50 m step. In Table 2.4,
the obtained results, considering various modulations available in adopted tool, are
shown. In Fig. 2.6, the corresponding throughput is shown.

Table 2.4: Transmission data rate (dimension: [bps]) on a cold cables, with length
from 50 m to 300 m, transferring 1024 byte packets and using “CENELEC A 36”
mask.

Modulation Stream
50 m

cable

100 m

cable

150 m

cable

200 m

cable

250 m

cable

300 m

cable

ROBO
OFF 6276 6241 5736 5720 5613 5591

ON 8752 8360 8205 8160 8005 7935

BPSK
OFF 6289 6250 5744 5742 5677 5645

ON 8754 8382 8204 8187 8137 8055

QPSK
OFF 6276 6259 5760 5769 5795 5652

ON 8777 8383 8210 8194 8115 8062

8PSK
OFF 6375 6272 5980 5890 5859 5759

ON 8769 8467 8416 8277 8216 8093

It is possible to observe that, on a cold electrical line, the best performance is
achieved transmitting the packets (e.g., data collected by IoT devices) with the Stream
option enabled and 8PSK modulation.

Tests on a hot electrical line The previously described handmade 300 m electrical
line has thus been connected to a real hot line, attaching the electrical cables on two
distinct wall outlets, at a distance of approximately 6 m, as shown in Fig. 2.7.

Experimental tests similar to those described for cold line case were performed,
increasing the length of the out-of-wall line from 50 m to 300 m, with a 50 m step.
The performance results, in terms of transmission data rate (dimension: [bps]), are
listed in Table 2.5. In Fig. 2.8, the corresponding throughput is shown.

As in Fig. 2.6, in this case as well it can be observed that, on a hot electrical
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Figure 2.6: Performance obtained on a cold electrical cable, transferring 1024 byte
packets and using “CENELEC A 36” mask.

Figure 2.7: Deployment of an electrical line composed by different pieces of cable,
attached into two different wall outlets.

line, the best performance is achieved by enabling the Stream option and selecting the
8PSK modulation scheme. Moreover, comparing the results in Fig. 2.6 (cold electrical
lines) with those in Fig. 2.8 (hot electrical lines), it can be concluded that: (i) it is
advisable to transmit 1 Mbyte PLC packets, instead of 256 Kbyte packets; and (ii)
there is an obvious performance degradation, due to the unpredictable noises in a real
(hot) electrical line. However, even in the latter case, the transmission rate remains
acceptable(namely, 6 kbps) for relevant IoT scenarios (e.g., distributed monitoring).
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Table 2.5: Transmission data rate (dimension: [bps]) on a hot cables, with length from
50 m to 300 m, transferring 1024 byte packets and using “CENELEC A 36” mask.

Modulation Stream
50 m

cable

100 m

cable

150 m

cable

200 m

cable

250 m

cable

300 m

cable

ROBO
OFF 4600 4601 4594 4606 4595 4601

ON 6067 6076 6047 6078 6091 6077

BPSK
OFF 4612 4602 4580 4601 4622 4608

ON 6077 6075 6090 6031 5916 6081

QPSK
OFF 4579 4549 4610 4604 4610 4568

ON 6046 6071 6086 6087 6070 6081

8PSK
OFF 4620 4600 4611 4613 4592 4609

ON 5899 6088 6086 6093 6064 6087

Figure 2.8: Performance obtained on a hot electrical cable, transferring 1024 byte
packets and using “CENELEC A 36” mask.

2.2 IoT Backhaul

Analyzing the possibility to spread data (obtained by IoT sensors and collected by
their proper SOs) over the electrical lines through the PLC paradigm, it can be con-
cluded that a communication network built over an electrical grid is quite static and
not often subject to topology changes. Contrariwise, IoT scenarios will involve, in
the majority of the cases, dynamic topologies that require scalability and solutions
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for efficient routing of information. Others problems and challenges that need to be
addresses are: (i) problems with end-to-end IP networking to resource-constrained
IoT devices, since there is a need of adaptation and management of a large number of
devices with variety of IoT protocols; (ii) mismatched capability between devices, in
terms of protocol stacks support, MTU differences, processing and communications
bandwidth; and (iii) rapid interaction needs between services and infrastructure.

Moreover, due to the highly concentration of SOs that need to be power safer (in
terms of energy consumption and processing power), it can be imagined that some
external components, providing higher processing capabilities and communication
interfaces, are needed to collect harvested data. These external devices can be iden-
tified with the generic term of “IoT Gateways”, with different scopes, one of which
is the management of routing policies internal to the managed IoT networks. An ex-
ample of an IoT Gateway can be the PLC-related Base Node, whose purpose is to
initialize, manage and control the IPv6 network built over the electrical grid.

In this way, it is interesting to define and deploy solutions that can help in con-
trolling, with an high-layer view, different IoT-oriented networks.

2.2.1 Software-Defined Networking for IoT

A possible approach is represented by the adoption of the Software-Defined Network-
ing (SDN) and the Network Function Virtualization (NFV) paradigms, which allows
to decouple the data forwarding plane from the control plane, at which routing poli-
cies are defined and injected into routing elements from logically-centralized layers.
Moreover, this operational decoupling is useful in handling security threats, that can-
not be directly managed by constrained IoT SOs, but that need to be handled by IoT
Gateways. Thus, SDN approach can represent a useful paradigm to be applied to the
management of routing and data forwarding in IoT scenarios, and for the definition
of smart strategies for the communication between the SOs composing different IoT
environments.

Thus, the joint adoption of SDN and NFV paradigms can solve this challenges,
in the way that SDN and NFV can represent enablers for IoT-oriented infrastruc-
tures [88], that may become more agile and rapid.
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2.2.2 Traffic Engineering with Segment Routing

In IP networks (e.g., IoT-oriented networks), Traffic Engineering (TE) is one of the
control strategies that can benefit from the SDN paradigm. By logically centralizing
the control of the network, it is possible to “program” per-flow routing based on
TE goals. Traditional per-flow routing requires a direct interaction between the SDN
controller and each node (e.g., IoT Gateway) that is involved in the traffic paths.
Depending on the granularity and on the temporal properties of the flows, this can
lead to scalability issues for the amount of routing state that needs to be maintained
in core IoT network nodes and for the required configuration traffic. On the other
hand, Segment Routing (SR) is an emerging approach to routing that may simplify
the route enforcement delegating all the configuration and per-flow state at the border
of the network (e.g., an IoT Gateway that resides on the frontier of its proper IoT
subnetwork). Due to the different features of TE and SR paradigms, it is interesting
to center the analysis on the more powerful IoT Gateways managing the different IoT
network, equalizing these devices to nodes composing a wide ISP network. Starting
from this assumption, in the following it is proposed an architecture that integrates the
SDN paradigm with SR-based TE, for which: (i) is provided an open source reference
implementation; (ii) is designed and implemented a simple TE/SR heuristic for flow
allocation; and (iii) are shown and discussed experimental results.

2.2.3 Reference Architecture for IoT Backhaul

The considered architecture corresponds to an IoT network managed by a (logically)
centralized SDN controller, as shown in Fig. 2.9. Network nodes are classified in Ac-
cess Routers (AR) and Core Routers (CR); in the following, both types are assumed
to be MPLS nodes. As in a traditional MPLS network, AR nodes (that can corre-
spond, as example, to IoT Gateways) are capable to originate and terminate connec-
tions (Label Switched Paths (LSPs)), while both AR and CR nodes are capable of
switching labels, i.e., they can be in the middle of a path. The AR nodes are con-
nected to different IoT-like Access Networks, which are the external traffic sources
and destinations.
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Figure 2.9: Traffic Engineering in a SDN-enabled network.

The SDN controller is in charge of setting up the edge-to-edge services, by con-
figuring the ingress and egress AR nodes to support a given flow. Thanks to the SR
approach, no configuration of internal nodes is needed to support a specific flow.

The local SR daemon is in charge of configuring the flow tables to support the
MPLS labels representing the SIDs. The SR daemon locally interacts with the routing
daemon in order to obtain routing table updates and consequently to program the
switch flow tables. In this way, the SR solution relies on the functionality of the
interior routing protocol (Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) in this case), complying
with the requirement to minimize the enhancements of the routing protocol to support
SR.

Further requirement is the coexistence of SR-based forwarding with traditional
hop-by-hop MPLS-based LSP. This way, it is possible to offer IP Virtual Leased
Line (VLL) and Pseudo-Wire (PW) services based either on hop-by-hop LSP or on
SR forwarding.

With reference to Fig. 2.9, a SDN controller will be enhanced with TE/SR mod-
ules. The TE/SR features could be offered to applications through a proper NBI,
while, on the SBI, the OF protocol is considered for the implementation. It is as-
sumed that the SDN controller is requested to allocate a set of traffic flows with a
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specified bit rate, knowing the link capacity. The TE/SR modules will first allocate
hop-by-hop TE paths solving a classical flow assignment problem. Then, for each TE
path, it will compute a corresponding SR path (SR assignment problem) for instruct-
ing the flow packets through the assigned TE path. A fundamental assumption is to
execute flow assignment and SR assignment algorithm in sequence without interac-
tion, knowing that a combined procedure could achieve further optimization of some
parameters.

2.2.4 Basic Traffic Engineering Algorithm

In order to deploy a SDN controller with TE/SR modules, a classical flow assignment
problem is considered: given a set of (unidirectional) flows between nodes with their
expected rate (b/s) and given the link capacities (b/s), find the “optimal” paths for
all the flows. It is assumed that there can be more than one flow between the same
(source, destination) node pair, and that each of those flows can be individually routed
through a different hop-by-hop path, without the possibility to split a single flow into
multiple paths. Moreover, a feasibility/admission control check is included: a solution
is admissible only if, on each link, the sum of the rates of the allocated flows does not
exceed the link capacity. Therefore, the “optimal” solution could also include only a
subset of the input flows.

The input of the heuristic consists in the topology, the capacity of the links, and
the traffic flows, represented as triples (source, destination, bit rate). The heuristic is
divided in two phases: (i) a Constrained Shortest Path First (CSPF) phase, in which a
first allocation of the flows is realized (flows are rejected if they cannot be allocated
in this phase); and (ii) a heuristic re-assignment phase, which tries to re-assign all
admitted flows one-by-one, in order to minimize the global network crossing time
Tavg. The second phase is executed multiple times until no improvement is achieved,
in order to obtain a TE algorithm that allocates flows into hop-by-hop TE paths to be
transformed into SR paths.
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2.2.5 Segment Routing Assignment - First Algorithm

In order to enforce TE through SR, the SR assignment algorithm is performed on the
TE paths obtained from the heuristic.

As explanatory example, the topology shown in Fig. 2.10, and the TE path indi-
cated with thick arrows and composed by the node sequence {n1, n2, n3, n5, n6}, are
considered. It is assumed that there is a single IP link between two nodes, so that the
sequence of nodes unequivocally identifies the path. Since the goal is to find a SR
path, i.e., a list of segments that enforces the same route in the network, a suitable SR
path is {n1, n3, n5, n6}, where n3, n5 and n6 are node segments or Node-SIDs. The
node segments are global SIDs which simply instruct an intermediate node to send
the packet following the shortest path towards the node corresponding to the SID.

Figure 2.10: Example: network topology and TE/SR path.

In the example shown in Fig. 2.10, a sequence of node segments was able to repre-
sent the given TE paths, but this is not always the case. It is thus consider the topology
represented in Fig. 2.11 and the TE path {n1, n3, n5, n7}. The SR path {n1, n3, n5, n6}
is not able to enforce the same route: node n3 will find equal cost paths towards n5

over the links n3→ n4 and n3→ n5 and node n5 will send the packet towards n6 on
the link n5→ n6 instead of using the link n5→ n7. In the SR architecture, this issue
is solved with the use of Adj-SID. This segment needs to be advertised by the nodes
and can be of local or global significance. For example, it is possible to respectively
represent with SIDs l3>5 and l5>7 the segments corresponding to the direct links
n3 → n5 and n5 → n7. Using Adj-SIDs with local significance, a suitable SR path
is: {n1, n3, l3>5, l5>7}. In principle, it is also possible to use Adj-SIDs with global
significance, leading to the following shorter SR path: {n1, l3>5, l5>7}. The price is
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the need to install one additional rule in all nodes for each global Adj-SID to enforce
the proper routing.

Figure 2.11: Network topology in which SR node segments are not able to enforce
arbitrary TE paths (one example shown in the figure).

The use of Adj-SIDs is not desirable for the following reasons: the dissemina-
tion of Adj-SIDs introduces complexity and is based on enhancements to Interior
Gateway Protocol (IGP) protocols; if local significance SIDs are used, the handling
of node/link failures is more complex or less efficient; if global significance SIDs
are used, the state information in nodes grows and the scalability decreases. For this
reasons, it is needed to propose a solution with a new type of SID that has global
significance but does not need to be disseminated, as it can be automatically derived
and handled by all nodes. This type of SID is denoted as “direct-link SID” (DL-SID)
and represented with the notation nk

∗. A DL-SID instructs a node to send the packet
on the direct link toward a target node, if the direct links exists. Otherwise, the regular
shortest path forwarding towards the target node is used. The DL-SID nk

∗ has global
significance and, in particular, it can be used by different neighbors of a node nk to
send the packet on the direct link towards nk, even if this link is not the shortest path
toward nk.

Note that there are topological conditions under which only node SIDs are enough
to enforce any TE path, and the use of DL-SIDs is not needed. In particular, it is
needed to assume that when a direct link exists between two nodes, it matches the
shortest path between those nodes. This is easily verified in case all links have the
same cost, which constitutes a sufficient condition for not having to use the DL-SIDs.

The objective of the SR assignment algorithm is to find the minimal-length SR
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paths corresponding to the TE paths, i.e., the shortest list of SIDs that allows the
packets to follow the assigned TE path.

In the following, the Node-SID associated to a node nk will be simply referred
through the name of the node nk, while the DL-SID for nk is represented with nk

∗.
Thus, it can be supposed that a given flow f , characterized by the ingress AR node I
and the egress AR node E, is requested to be set up with an assigned hop-by-hop TE
path, specified by the complete list of all intermediate nodes R1, R2, .... , RN−1.

The complete hop-by-hop TE path is:

P = {R0=I, R1, R2, .... , RN−1, RN=E}

The SR assignment problem consists in finding a sequence of SIDs that can be
pushed into a packet by the ingress AR node I, forcing the packet to follow a given
route; this sequence of SIDs is the SR path of the packet. In the following a SR
assignment algorithm is proposed, using the following notation:

• G: the graph of the network;

• P: the assigned TE path;

• tep(ns, nd): portion of the TE path starting from node ns and ending with node
nd . As particular case, tep(I, E) ≡ P;

• SP(ns, nd) = {spi(ns, nd), i = 1, ....,M}: the set of equal-cost shortest paths
spi(ns, nd) in G from ns to nd , based on the current routing tables; routing
tables are considered to be already set up using a link-state routing protocol
(e.g. OSPF), using Shortest Path First algorithm;

• SP∗(ns, nd) = {spi∗(ns, nd), i = 1, ....,M∗}: the set of direct-links biased equal-
cost shortest paths in G from ns to nd ;

• prec(p, n): the preceding node of node n along a path p;

• srp: the SR path containing the list of assigned SIDs.
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The pseudo-code representation of the SR assignment algorithm is reported in
the Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes as input the graph of the topology and the
assigned TE path, and returns as output the assigned SR path (the segment list). It
starts by considering as current source node ns the ingress node I of the TE path
and as current target node nd the egress node E of the TE path. Then, the set of
equal-cost shortest paths from ns to nd is considered. If only one shortest path exists
and it equals the TE path (from ns to nd), then the node nd is used as Node-SID
from ns to nd , and the algorithm ends. On the contrary, if the number of equal-cost
shortest paths is greater than 1 or the shortest path differs from the TE path, the
set of direct-links biased equal-cost shortest paths is considered. If the size of the
set is 1 and the only path equals the TE path (from ns to nd), then the node nd is
used as DL-SID from ns to nd and the algorithm ends. On the contrary, if the two
paths differ or the size of the set is greater than 1, no single SID exists for the entire
path from ns to nd , and the previous procedure is repeated considering as target node
the preceding node of nd (that is new nd=prec(p, nd)). If it succeeds in finding a
SID, then the SID is added to the segment list and the procedure is repeated from
the current nd to E (that is ns=nd , nd=E); otherwise, if it fails, nd is replaced with
the preceding node (as above), and the procedure is repeated. The algorithm ends
when a SID is found with nd=E. As explanatory example, the topology of Fig. 2.10
can be considered, and supposing that the goal is to find a SR path for the TE path
p=tep(n1, n6)={n1, n2, n3, n5, n6}. Since there are more than one shortest between n1

and n6, the sub-path p=tep(n1, n5)={n1, n2, n3, n5} is considered. Since the shortest
path between n1 and n5, that is sp(n1, n5)={n1, n4, n5}, differs from p, the sub-path
p=tep(n1, n3)={n1, n2, n3} is considered. Now, since p coincides with the shortest
path sp(n1, n3), n3 is added to the SR path and the algorithm restarts between n3 and
n6. At the end, the returned SR path will be srp={n1, n3, n5, n6}. In this example, all
the steps can be enforced with Node-SIDs (as it was expected, considering that all
links have the same unitary cost).

In the implementation, there is an automatic derivation of both the global Node-
SID and the DL-SID from the loopback interface address that can univocally identify
a (MPLS) router in an ISP network. This is an important simplification, as there is no
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need to distribute SIDs through extensions of the routing protocols.

Algorithm 1 Second phase of the algorithm.
function SEGMENTALLOCATION(G,P)

ns = I, nd = E, srp = {};
BEGIN:
p = tep(ns, nd);
//check if p is equal to the (only one) shortest path
if ((sizeof(SP(ns, nd)) == 1) AND (sp1(ns, nd) == p)) then

ADD nd to srp;
if nd == E then GOTO FINISH;
else

ns = nd , nd = E, GOTO BEGIN;
end if

else
//p is not the (only one) shortest path, try with direct-links
if ((sizeof(SP∗(ns, nd)) == 1) AND (sp1

∗(ns, nd) == p)) then
ADD nd

∗ to srp;
if nd == E then GOTO FINISH;
else

ns = nd , nd = E, GOTO BEGIN;
end if

else
//p is not the (only) direct-link shortest-path,
//try with a shorter segment
nd = prec(p, nd), GOTO BEGIN;

end if
end if
FINISH: return srp;

end function
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2.2.6 Implementation

The proposed architecture and the algorithms previously described have been im-
plemented and tested in conjunction with the University of Rome “Tor Vergata”.
Fig. 2.12 shows the developed software components and their interactions, whose
source code has been made freely available [89]. The topology parser can acquire
topology information from the REST API of Ryu controller, from the GraphML rep-
resentation used in the Topology Zoo project [90], or from the self-made Topology
3D GUI [91]. A random demand generator can be used to create a list of traffic flows
between AR nodes (or the list of flows can be manually created with the Topology
3D GUI). Two Java modules implement the flow assignment heuristic and the SR
assignment algorithm. Their output is a list of SR paths. Both the input to the flow
assignment heuristic and the output of the SR assignment algorithm are represented
as JSON files [89]. The SR paths list is processed by the OSHI_SR_pusher Python
script. Using the Ryu REST API, this script configures the ingress and egress oper-
ations in AR OSHI nodes. The data plane is emulated in Mininet [92], with OSHI
nodes extended by the OSHI-SR-dataplane [91].

Figure 2.12: Software components of the implementation.

2.2.7 Evaluation of the First Segment Routing Assignment Algorithm

An experimental analysis of the proposed architecture and algorithms has been car-
ried out, with the following two main goals:

• testing the SR assignment algorithm;
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• testing the overall implementation of the solution, from the SDN-based control
plane to the MPLS-based SR forwarding in the data plane.

To accomplish the first goal, a relatively large scale topology with 153 nodes and
354 unidirectional links, the “Colt Telecom” topology, included in the Topology Zoo
dataset, has been considered, and assuming that all links have the same capacity.
Thus, a random demand generator has been developed as follows. It randomly se-
lected 40% of the nodes to be AR (e.g., ingress/egress), then it randomly selected
20% of the AR couples to be active source/destination of traffic flows. For each ac-
tive couple of ARs, in each direction there is an average of 3.5 flows (the number of
flows has a geometrical distribution) with the sum of the flow rates equal to 10% of
the capacity of a link and the size of each flow has a negative exponential distribution.
With these parameters, the random generator produced a list of 2460 flows with their
bit rate.

As shown in Fig. 2.13, it has been run a set of allocation experiments by selecting
an increasing number of flows out of the full demand of 2460 flows and it has been
collected the number of allocated flows (the flows are selected following the same
order). The straight line shows the ideal case with infinite link capacity.

Figure 2.13: Allocated flows vs. requested flows.

This demand has been generated to largely overcome the network capacity, so
that only a subset of the flows can be allocated. In this condition, the flow allocation
algorithm has been stressed, obtaining TE paths that diverge from the shortest path.
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In the first experiment, the full set of requested flows (2460) is considered, result-
ing in the allocation of 940 flows. For each allocated flow, the TE path and SR path
have been computed according to the flow assignment heuristic and SR assignment
algorithm. Fig. 2.14 reports the distribution of path lengths for the TE paths and for
the “natural paths”. The term “natural path of a flow” refers to the shortest path from
ingress AR to the egress AR (with no capacity constraints). As expected, TE paths
are longer than natural paths (in this experiment the mean length is 8.17 vs 6.63).

Figure 2.14: Distribution of path length for TE and natural paths.

The result of the SR assignment algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.15, which provides
the distribution of SR path lengths. It is interesting to note that for more than 50%
of the flows the SR path has only one SID , i.e., the egress node (this means that the
flow is surely allocated on a natural path). When the SR path has more than one SID,
it can be a natural path in which it was needed to differentiate among multiple equal
cost shortest path, or a TE path different from the natural path. It is interesting to note
that the mean number of hops in a SR path is low: the average number is 1.7 and the
maximum number is 6.

The flow assignment and SR assignment algorithms have been also tested varying
the number of allocated flows. In Fig. 2.16 is shown the mean length of TE paths,
natural paths, and SR paths for different number of allocated flows. Increasing the
number of flows (e.g., the traffic load), the mean length of the TE paths increases
from ~8.2 to ~9.7. When the number of allocated flows further increases, the mean
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Figure 2.15: Distribution of SR path length (number of SIDs in the path).

length starts to decrease. This depends on how the sets of allocated flows starting
from the full list of requested flows (2460) has been selected. As shown in Fig. 2.13,
larger subsets from the full list has been extracted and then selected the admitted
flows from this subset. This creates a bias in the selected flows: when there have
already admitted several flows and loaded the network, the flows with distant ingress
and egress ARs can hardly be allocated, therefore the flows that are accepted are on
average shorter. The mean number of SR-hops starts from ~1.3 when the network is
not loaded and TE paths correspond to natural paths, because of the segments used
to differentiate among multiple equal-cost shortest paths.

Moreover, it has been made another simple experimental evaluation of the pro-
cessing time of the proposed TE/SR algorithms. Fig. 2.17 reports the time spent for
the computation of TE paths (flow assignment heuristic) and of SR paths (SR assign-
ment algorithm). It has been used a PC with an Intel Core i7 @ 2Ghz and 6GB RAM.
Note that processing time of the flow assignment heuristic depends on the number of
iterations of the optimization cycle, therefore a set of seemingly parallel lines can be
appreciated in the Fig. 2.17 (each one corresponds to a given number of cycles).

The processing time of the SR assignment algorithm is negligible with respect
to the flow assignment heuristic. In the considered range (up to 900 admitted flows)
it was possible to run both algorithms and allocate the flows in less than 8 seconds.
This performance seems adequate for periodic (e.g. nightly) reallocation procedures
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Figure 2.16: Mean lengths of TE paths, natural paths, and SR paths vs. the number
of allocated TE flows.

Figure 2.17: Execution time of the algorithms.

that aim to evenly redistribute the load on the network links.

2.2.8 Poor Man’s Segment Routing

As previously highlighted, in its current specification, the SR architecture proposed
in [47] requires enhancements to routing protocols (e.g., [93, 94]) in order to dis-
tribute the SIDs across the networks. Thus, there is a certain interest in finding a
minimalistic approach that does not need to explicitly distribute information among
nodes and hence does not require enhancements to the routing protocols. This solu-
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tion has been defined and referred to as “Poor Man’s Segment Routing” (PMSR), and
it can efficiently support the large majority of the use cases of traditional SR [95, 96].
As for the previously reported algorithms, also in this case PMSR has been verifies
considering a TE use case, starting from a traditional flow assignment optimization
problem which allocates hop-by-hop paths to flows.

The main purpose of PMSR algorithm is to avoid the distribution of SIDs by
the SR nodes, as it implies significant extensions to the routing protocols and to the
routing daemons implementing these protocols. For this reason, the algorithm only
uses global segments types whose SIDs can be automatically generated by each node
in a distributed fashion, with no need of explicit advertising (and no extensions to
routing protocols). The automatic generation avoids the need of node management
procedures for SID assignment, and a significant coverage of the SR use cases is
advocated to be achieved by only using global segments that can be automatically
generated.

In order to avoid the use of local Adj-SIDs, the adoption of DL-SIDs is proposed,
which identifies the ways in which a target destination node can be reached: if a node
has a direct link toward the destination node, the DL-SID forces the node to use the
direct link rather than the shortest path dictated by the routing protocol; conversely, if
a node does not have a direct link toward the target node, it will process the segment
in the same way it processes a Node segment toward the same destination node.

A DL-SID needs to identify the target node, like the Node-SID, and to carry
further information that identifies it as DL-SID. When using MPLS as Data Plane,
the DL-SID can be obtained by the Node-SID adding a bit to distinguish between
DL-SID and Node-SID. When using IPv6 as Data Plane, DL-SIDs are IPv6 addresses
globally valid in the network domain. They need to be derived in a deterministic way
from the loopback interfaces addresses used as Node-SIDs. As an example, Node-
SIDs can be restricted to have an odd numbered Device address part of the IPv6
address, so that the DL-SIDs will be even numbered, obtained by adding one to the
Device address part of the IPv6 address of the localhost interface.

A limitation of the approach based on DL-SID is that it does not allow the han-
dling of multiple parallel links between two routers at L3 (i.e., with different IP ad-
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dresses). If present, such multi-links must be handled at L2 and seen at IP level as a
single link. Having multiple parallel links bonded at L2 is anyway a typical solution
for operators, so in IoT-oriented scenarios this may not be a critical limitation.

There are advantages in using the automatically generated global DL-SIDs rather
than the local Adj-SIDs or the global Adj-SID . Consider the strict source routing
case, that is enforcing a path through a set of links. Using local Adj-SIDs, the seg-
ment list will have a length equal to the double of the number of links. In fact, for
each link to be crossed, first the source node needs to be addressed, then the local
segment will indicate the outgoing link. Using global Adj-SIDs, the list will be equal
to the number of links, but the global Adj-SIDs needs to be advertised and one entry
for each advertised Adj-SIDs needs to be added in the routing state of all nodes. In
PMSR, with automatically generated global DL-SIDs the length of a segment list to
enforce a path through a set of links also equals the number of links (like with the
global Adj-SID), but there is no need to advertise SIDs, and in each node it is only
needed to add an additional entry for each node instead that for each link. Let η be
the number of nodes and k be the number of unidirectional links; in the worst case,
k = O(η2).

2.2.9 Segment Routing Assignment - Second Algorithm

Problem Definition and Heuristic Resolution

Let F be a set of unidirectional flows fi(si, di, ri), in which s is the source node, d
the destination node and r the nominal bandwidth requirement (b/s); let T (N, E) be
a directed graph representing the topology, N is the set of nodes and E is the set of
directed edges. An edge e j can be represented as e j(u j, v j, c j), where u j is the source
node, v j the destination node and c j the edge capacity (b/s). An edge can also be
denoted simply as e(u, v), where u is the source and v the destination. Each flow fi

needs to be mapped into an hop-by-hop path Pi that can be represented as the set of
intermediate nodes from source s to destination d (denoted as Pni), or equivalently
by the set of links (Pei):

Pni = {ni0=s, ni1, ni2, .... , niN−1, niN=d}
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Pei = {ei1, ei2, .... , eiN−1, eiN}

where:

ei1=e(s, ni1), ei2=e(ni1, ni2), .... , eiN=e(niN−1, d)

The traditional hop-by-hop path assignment consists in finding an “optimal” set
of paths {Pi} (i.e., a set chosen according to an optimality criterion). Let the flow
mapping variables be defined as ai j, which tells if flow fi is mapped over link e j:

ai j = 1 if e j ∈ Pei, ai j = 0 if e j /∈ Pei

A feasibility check is also included in this formulation: the sum of the nominal flow
rates of the flows crossing a link needs to be smaller than the link capacity. In sym-
bols:

∀ link j : ∑i ai j · r j < c j

For the experiments there will be reused (with few changes) the definition of the
flow assignment problem and the heuristic for its resolution originally previously de-
tailed [97, 98]). The problem formulation is very effective in equalizing the load of
the links in the network and avoiding critical bottleneck. In addition, the heuristic
provides a good trade-off between computation time and optimality of results. Any-
way, the interest is in the adoption of a set of hop-by-hop path allocated by the TE
algorithm, as input, and considering their mapping into SR paths.

Mapping Hop-by-Hop Paths into Segment Routing Paths

A SR path will be denoted as Si and represented as a sequence of SIDs Sni:

Sni = {ni0=s, ni1, ni2, .... , niN−1, niN=d}

In PMSR, as previously detailed, each SID can be a Node-SID or a DL-SID (in the
traditional SR architecture, a SID can also be a local or global Adj-SID, correspond-
ing to an outgoing adjacency). A Node-SID is simply represented by the node name
nx, while the corresponding DL-SID is represented as nx

∗. In both cases, the SID
corresponds to a node that needs to be crossed before reaching the destination node.
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Two consecutive nodes in a SR path Sni do not need to be adjacent as it is for Pni.
When two consecutive nodes are not adjacent, the links that will be crossed depend on
the underlying IP routing. If all the shortest paths from a given node toward the next
node in the SR path insist on the same output link, then the output link is univocally
determined. If there are multiple shortest paths and they insist on different output
links, then the output link is not univocally determined. In this case, two options
are possible, depending on the configuration of the router. If Equal Cost Multi Path
(ECMP) is enabled, all the “candidate” output links that are part of a shortest path
towards the next node in the SR path are considered (typically they are selected based
on a hash function over the port numbers of the transport protocol, in order to balance
the traffic). If ECMP is not enabled, one of the candidate output links is arbitrarily
selected by the node. In both cases, such type of segment is not applicable to the
classical TE approach, in which the network operator wants to deterministically route
a flow over a given path.

A SR path is congruent to a hop-by-hop path if the route enforced by the SR path
is deterministically equivalent to the one enforced by the hop-by-hop path. To provide
examples of hop-by-hop paths, of congruent SR paths, and of the use of DL-SIDs,
consider the network topology depicted in Fig. 2.18 and the two hop-by-hop paths P1

and P2 that are represented using Pn notation as:

Pn1 = {n1, n3, n5, n7}
Pn2 = {n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7}

The only SR path congruent to the hop-by-hop path P1 is:

Sn1 = {n1, n3, n5
∗, n7

∗}

in which three segments are needed, and the DL-SIDs n5
∗ and n7

∗ are respectively
used to select the links 3→5 and 5→7.

There are multiple SR paths that are congruent to the hop-by-hop path P2; a subset
of them is listed hereafter (they only contain Node-SIDs):

Sn2−a = {n1, n2, n4, n7}
Sn2−b = {n1, n2, n3, n4, n7}
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Figure 2.18: A network topology and two hop-by-hop paths.

Sn2−c = {n1, n2, n3, n4, n5, n6, n7}

Among them, Sn2−a is the optimal SR path, in the sense that it has the minimum
number of segments.

Optimal Segment Routing Assignment Procedure

In the SR assignment problem, given a hop-by-hop path P, the purpose is to find a
congruent SR path S composed of the minimum number of segments. Hereafter it is
proposed an efficient algorithm for the SR assignment, both for traditional SR and for
the proposed PMSR, thus proving that the algorithm finds the optimal solution, i.e.,
the shortest list of SIDs that allows the packets to follow the assigned hop-by-hop
path, according to the default IP routing tables of the nodes. In order to detail the SR
assignment algorithm, the following notation (similar to those previously detailed) is
defined.

• f : a single traffic flow from node s to node d, characterized by its hop-by-hop
path Pn:

Pn = {n0=s, n1, n2, .... , nN−1, nN=d}

• tep(x, y): portion of the hop-by-hop path starting from node x and ending with
node y. As particular case, tep(s, d) is the complete hop-by-hop path from s to
d;
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• SPN(x, y): the number of equal-cost shortest paths from x to y, based on the
current routing tables that are considered to be already set-up by a link-state
routing protocol (e.g. OSPF), using Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithm;

• sp(x, y): the set of the shortest paths from x to y; if SPN(x, y) ≡ 1, it is the
shortest path from x to y;

• prec(p, x): the preceding node of x along a path p;

• succ(p, x): the succeeding node of x along a path p;

• srp: the SR path containing the list of assigned SIDs;

• sp∗(x, y∗): the set of direct-links biased shortest paths from x to y∗; a direct-
links biased shortest path is built heading from x to y on a shortest path, unless
there is a direct link from an intermediate node to y, which is always followed;

• SPN∗(x, y∗): number of direct-links biased shortest paths sp∗(x, y∗).

A pseudo-code representation of the SR assignment algorithm for the traditional
SR architecture is detailed in Algorithm 2, in which T_SRP stands for Traditional SR
Path. The algorithm takes as input the topology and the assigned hop-by-hop path,
and returns as output a congruent “optimal” SR path. At each step, a hop-by-hop sub-
path between two nodes x and y is compared with the shortest path between the same
pair of nodes. At the beginning x=s and y=d. If there is only one shortest path and it
matches the hop-by-hop sub-path, y is added to the SR path. Otherwise (i.e., if there
is more than one shortest path or the shortest path does not match the hop-by-hop
sub-path), if the sub-path tep(x, y) between x and y is just one link, then it means that
there is a direct link between x and y different from the shortest path; in this case the
Adj-SID corresponding to the link e(x, y) is added to the SR path. If tep(x, y) is more
than one link, the procedure repeats with y set to the node that precedes the old y. If a
segment has been added, it is checked if y≡ d, in which case the procedure ends and
the SR path is returned; otherwise, if y 6= d, the algorithm considers the remaining
part of the path, from y to d. For each direct link different from the shortest path, this
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algorithm will add two segments in the SR path: the preceding node and the Adj-SID
representing the outgoing link.

Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code of SR path assignment for traditional SR.
function T_SRP(tep(s,d))

x = s; y = d; srp = {};
START:
p = tep(x, y);
//check if the sub-path p is the only shortest path
if ((SPN(x, y) == 1) AND (sp(x, y) == p)) then

ADD y to srp; GOTO ADDED;
else

//check if the sub-path p is just one link
if (prec(p, y) == x) then

ADD Adj-SID of e(x, y) to srp; GOTO ADDED;
else

//no segment added, try with a shorter path
//(from x to the node that precedes y)
y = prec(p, y); GOTO START;

end if
end if
ADDED:
if (y != d) then

//consider the remaining part of the path
x = y; y = d; GOTO START;

end if
return srp;

end function

The DL_SRP algorithm detailed in Algorithm 3 takes as input the SR path (that
includes Adj-SIDs) computed by T_SRP and returns, as output, a SR path that in-
cludes only Node-SIDs and DL-SIDs. When possible, it replaces a couple of Node-
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SID + Adj-SID with a single DL-SID. When a single DL-SID is not enough to enforce
the required hop-by-hop path, the algorithm will leave a couple Node-SID + DL-SID.
The algorithm inspects step-by-step the SR path and replaces any Adj-SID with the
corresponding DL-SID. The Node-SID that precedes the Adj-SID is kept only when
required, that is when there is more than one direct-links biased shortest path from
the node that precedes the current Node-SID and the successive DL-SID, or if such a
direct-links biased shortest path differs from the hop-by-hop path.

Algorithm 3 Replacement of Adj-SIDs with DL-SIDs.
function DL_SRP(srp)

dlsrp = {};
for (i = 0; i < srp.length; i++) do

if srp[i] is an Adj-SID then
d = destination of srp[i]; ADD d∗ to dlsrp;

else
if (srp[i+1] is NOT an Adj-SID) then

ADD srp[i] to dlsrp;
else

if ((SPN∗(srp[i−1], srp[i+1]) > 1 OR
sp∗(srp[i−1], srp[i+1]∗) != tep(srp[i−1], srp[i+1])) then

ADD srp[i] to dlsrp;
end if

end if
end if

end for
return dlsrp;

end function

Optimality of the Segment Routing Assignment Algorithm

In order to demonstrate the optimality of the SR path assignment, it is needed to
define the following Lemmas.
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Lemma 1: if there is a unique shortest path from s to d, then there is a unique
shortest path from s towards all intermediate links in the path from s to d (it can be
easily proven by contradiction).

Lemma 2: if it does not exist a unique shortest path from y to d, then it does not
exist a unique shortest path from a node x to d that passes through y (it can be easily
proven by contradiction).

Focusing on the T_SRP algorithm, consider the hop-by-hop path Pn.

Pn = {n0=s, n1, n2, .... , nN−1, nN=d}

Assume that the directed edge from nk−1 to nk is not the shortest path from nk−1

to nk (or it is one of a set of equal-cost shortest paths), then an Adj-SID is needed
to enforce the use of the link e(nk−1, nk). Under this hypothesis, starting from s the
T_SRP algorithm can find one or more segments up to nk−1 (the last segment being
nk−1 itself), but then it will identify the link that requires the Adj-SID (the first check
“if the sub-path p is the only shortest path” fails and the second check “if the sub-path
p is just one link” is verified) and adds it. This happens for all the links that are not
the shortest path between their source and destination. In the end, the SR path will be
composed at least by all the Adj-SIDs, needed in order to route the packets on links
that are, by definition, off the shortest path dictated by the routing protocol. Each
Adj-SID will be preceded in the SR path by the Node-SID of the node that originates
the link that requires the Adj-SID. Now it is needed to demonstrate that the number
of segments, selected by the algorithms in any portion of the hop-by-hop path that
does not need to include Adj-SIDs, is the minimum possible. Assume from now on
to be in a portion of the hop-by-hop that does not need to include Adj-SIDs (i.e., all
links correspond to the only shortest path between source and destination of the link).
The T_SRP algorithm starts from the source s and tries to find the longest portion of
the hop-by-hop path P=tep(s, d) that corresponds to a shortest path. If it arrives to the
destination d, then the solution is optimal. If it stops at an intermediate node x, this
means that tep(s, x) is a unique shortest path, while tep(s, succ(P, x)) is not a unique
shortest path. The algorithm tries to find segments from x to d. If there is a unique
shortest path from x to d, then the algorithm has found a SR path with two segments:
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{s, x, d}. This is optimal, as a solution with one segment does not exist (it is known
that tep(s, succ(P, x)) is not a unique shortest path and, by Lemma 1, there cannot be
a unique shortest path from s to d). If the algorithm finds that an intermediate node
y is needed from x to d, then a three segments solution is needed: {s, x, y, d}, and
it is proved that it is not possible to find a two segments solution {s, z, d} for any z
in P. In fact, the segment z can not be after x by construction. It cannot be before
x because, by Lemma 2, there cannot be a unique shortest path from z to d passing
through x. This reasoning can be extended to any number of segments: each time that
the algorithm introduces a segment, it is not possible to find a solution with a smaller
number of segments.

It is easy to prove that the DL_SRP algorithm is optimal as well. In fact, it in-
cludes one DL-SID for each Adj-SID (they correspond to the minimum number of
segments). In each portion of the path without Adj-SID, the algorithm verifies if it
is possible to reduce the segments eliminating the last Node-SID and using only the
DL-SID.

2.2.10 Evaluation of the Second Segment Routing Assignment Algo-
rithm

The PMSR solution and TE algorithms have been implemented and evaluated consid-
ering the same relatively large scale topology of the previously detailed evaluation,
the “Colt Telecom” topology which is included in the Topology Zoo dataset, assum-
ing that all links have the same capacity.

Fig. 2.19 reports the time spent for the computation of TE paths (flow assignment
heuristic) and of SR paths (SR assignment algorithm) using a PC with an Intel Core i7
@ 2Ghz and 6GB RAM. Note that processing time of the flow assignment heuristic
has a step-wise dependence on the number of iterations of the heuristic optimization
cycle, which tends to increase with the number of flows.

Therefore a set of seemingly parallel lines can be appreciated in the figure (each
one corresponds to a given number of cycles). As it is possible to see from the figure,
the processing time of the SR assignment algorithm is negligible with respect to the
flow assignment heuristic. In the considered range (up to 900 admitted flows) it was
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Figure 2.19: Execution time of the algorithms.

possible to run both algorithms and allocate the flows in less than 8 seconds. This
performance seems adequate for periodic (e.g., nightly) reallocation procedures that
aim to evenly redistribute the load on the network links, and confirm the goodness of
the adoption of TE and SR paradigms in conjunction for SDN-based approaches, as
for IoT-oriented ones.



Chapter 3

Application Layer for IoT

3.1 CoSIP Protocol for IoT

It is a common opinion that in the near future, IP (and in particular IPv6) will be
the common network protocol for the IoT. At the same time, significant reasons for
proper protocol optimizations and adaptations for resource-constrained objects are
required. In particular: (i) the use of compressed protocols can significantly reduce
the fragmentation and postponed transmissions; (ii) processing larger packets is as-
sociated with higher energy consumption, which can be a critical issue for battery-
powered devices; and (iii) minimized versions of protocols (at all layers) can reduce
the number of exchanged messages.

The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is the standard application protocol for es-
tablishing application-level sessions. It allows the endpoints to create, modify, and
terminate any kind of (multi)media sessions, such as Voice over IP (VoIP) calls, mul-
timedia conferences, or data communications. It also already includes mechanisms
for subscribe/notify communication paradigms [99] and for resource discovery, par-
ticularly useful in IoT scenarios, for which proper CoAP extensions are currently
being specified [100, 101]. The main drawback of using standard SIP protocol in
constrained environments is the large size of text-based SIP messages (compared
to other binary protocols such CoAP), and the processing load required for parsing
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such messages. For these reasons, a constrained version of SIP, denoted as CoSIP,
whose intent is to allow constrained devices to instantiate communication sessions in
a lightweight and standard fashion and can be adopted in IoT application scenarios
such as service discovery, distributed networks, and publish/subscribe applications.

In order to reduce the message size of text-based signaling protocols, especially
when using low-bandwidth wireless links, the IETF defined the Signaling Compres-
sion (SigComp) protocol [102]. SigComp works as an intermediate layer between the
application (signaling) and the underlying transport layer (e.g., UDP, TCP, or Stream
Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP)). SigComp takes application messages from
the signaling protocol, compresses them, and passes the compressed version to the
transport protocol. At the receiver side, the compressed messages are passed to a
SigComp component, the Universal Decompressor Virtual Machine (UDVM), that
operates decompression according to the algorithm used by the sender. Depending on
the signaling protocol in use, chosen compression algorithm, memory capacity, and
the availability of a pre-loaded dictionary, different compression performance can be
obtained. The main drawback of such an approach is that it has been mainly designed
for being used by wireless handsets in wireless 2.5G and 3G cellular networks, where
the main constraints come from narrow-band communication resources. When deal-
ing with more constrained devices (e.g., SOs), which are limited also in memory and
processing capabilities, other aspects should be considered, such as memory foot-
print, processing load, and energy consumption.

During last decades, Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks have been deeply analyzed and
several overlays and different architectures have been designed for different purposes
and application scenarios [103]. P2P networks typically provide some desirable and
unique features for large-scale systems, comprising a huge number of nodes, such
as scalability, fault-tolerance, and self-configuration. One of the main features that
makes P2P networks appealing is the fact that as the number of participating nodes
increases, the overall capacity of the system increases as well. These features are very
appealing for IoT-like scenarios, where they are required to support large-scale and
robust applications.

IoT application scenarios represent a new challenging opportunity of redemption
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and renaissance for P2P. In order to design and deploy new P2P overlays involving
SOs, it is crucial to properly identify the right protocol that has to be used at the
same time by constrained and traditional peers. It is reasonable that the same kind
of optimization that has characterized the IoT development should be applied also
to P2P IoT overlays. For these reasons, it is interesting to perform an experimental
evaluation of a Distributed Hash Table (DHT)-based P2P overlay implemented using
both SIP and CoSIP protocols in order to understand the benefits of a constrained
solution in terms of bandwidth consumption and transmitted/received data.

3.1.1 CoSIP and Distributed Location Service

As previously introduced, CoSIP is a binary protocol which maps to SIP, similarly to
what CoAP does to HTTP [104]. In order to avoid a complete re-design of a session
initiation protocol for constrained environments, the layered architecture of SIP has
been reused, by re-defining the messaging layer with a constrained-oriented binary
encoding by reusing the same CoAP message syntax [105]. A CoSIP message can be
virtually seen as a standard SIP message, consisting of one request-line or one status-
line (depending if the message is a request or a response), followed by a sequence of
SIP header fields, followed by a message body, if present. In particular, SIP header
fields are logically the same as those of the standard SIP protocol, properly encoded
in corresponding CoSIP “Options” fields. For each SIP header field, a different option
number has been set, and a proper encoding mechanism has been defined.

Table 3.1 shows a comparison between uncompressed SIP, CoSIP, and com-
pressed SIP through the SigComp protocol.

Table 3.1: Comparison between SigComp and CoSIP compression rates.

SIP SigComp (with Deflate algorithm) CoSIP

ND SD SD-DC SD-SDC

100% 61.63% 40.72% 17.46% 12.00% 55.10%

The signaling cost, in terms of overall compressed signaling data, is reported for
a classical SIP session setup and tear-down (INVITE, 100 TRYING, 180 RINGING,
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200 OK, ACK, BYE 200 OK), compared with non-compressed SIP. For SigComp,
results have been based on the studies in [106, 107, 108], in which SigComp/SIP
performance studies have been separately presented. As can be noted, the Deflate
algorithm is the one that achieves best performance. In Table 3.1 different combi-
nations of the Deflate algorithm with Static Dictionary (SD), Dynamic Compression
(DC), and Shared Compression (SDC) have been considered. It is important to note
that each of these variants, even if increasing the compression performance, may in-
troduce more processing complexity and resource requirements (at least in terms of
memory footprint).

The results show that CoSIP has similar performances as SigComp/SIP when No
Dictionary (ND) or only SD is used. Instead, when SigComp/SIP is used with DC and
with SDC, it achieves better performance. However, using CoSIP has still the advan-
tage of having a smaller memory footprint (only one protocol must be implemented),
processing load, and energy consumption (no compression/decompression functions
must be executed) than SigComp/SIP, which are particularly important when deal-
ing with constrained devices. Starting from the implementation of SIP [109] and
CoAP [110], the implementation of the CoSIP protocol, as an open source library,
has been released [111].

Using these available libraries, it has been decided to implement and evaluate the
P2P overlay, introduced in [112], denoted as Distributed Location Service (DLS). The
DLS is a DHT-based architecture which provides a name resolution service based on
storage and retrieval of bindings between a URI, identifying some resources (e.g., a
Web Service), and the information that indicates how such a resource can be accessed.
Basically, the DLS implements a location service used to store data for discovering
how to access resources. Together with each contact URI, some other information
can be stored, like the expiration time, an access priority value, and, optionally, a
displayable text (for example a description of the contact or a readable name). The
service provided by DLS can be considered similar to that of the Domain Name
System (DNS) systems, since it can be used to resolve a name to the information
needed to access the content related to that name. However, the use of the DLS is
preferable compared to the DNS for its robustness: if, for some reasons, a DNS server
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is unreachable, the resolution cannot be performed. On the contrary, P2P overlays do
not have single-point of failures or bottlenecks that might cause service disruption,
resulting in a more robust, dynamic, and scalable solution. A DLS can provides two
basic Remote Procedure Calls (RPCs) methods: (i) put(key, value) and (ii) get(key),
where key is a resource URI (actually its hash) and value is a structured information
that may include location information (e.g., a contact URI) together with a display
name, expiration time, priority value, etc. The get(key) method returns the set of the
corresponding values (actually the contact information) associated with the targeted
resource. These methods allow to achieve support for (i) mobility: it is sufficient to
replace an old resource with an updated one which considers the new position of the
resource; and (ii) replication: it is sufficient to execute several put operations for the
same resource in order to have copies diffused in the DHT.

Table 3.2 shows the available DHT messages, with fields characterization. Each
RPC is mapped into a SIP REGISTER message, and each resource added to the
DLS is defined by a JavaScript Object Notation Web Service Protocol (JSON-WSP)
schema (a WS protocol that uses JSON for service description, requests, and re-
sponses, and that has been designed to cope with the lack of service description spec-
ification with documentation in JavaScript Object Notation Remote Procedure Call
(JSON-RPC), a remote procedure call protocol in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
format. The Table 3.2 also reports the cost in terms of bytes of each RPC messages
both using SIP and CoSIP.

3.1.2 Experimental Analysis and Performance Evaluation

As previously enunciated, the aim of the presented experimental evaluation is to com-
pare the influence on peers load, in term of exchanged bytes using SIP or CoSIP pro-
tocols. The experimentation has been conducted on an evaluation platform composed
of four cluster nodes, in which each computing node is an 8-CPU Intel Xeon E5504
@ 2GHz, 16GB RAM, running Ubuntu 12.04 OS. The evaluation has monitored and
measured the following metrics: (i) the total amount of received/sent Mbytes in the
overlay as a function of the number of active nodes; (ii) amount of received Mbytes
for a single node that is active in the overlay from the beginning of the experiment;
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Table 3.2: Comparison between SIP and CoSIP DLS primitives in terms of the cost
in bytes and field types required for their implementation.

DLS primitive CoSIP (Bytes) SIP (Bytes) From To Contact

JO
IN

Peer Registration Request 514 767
Peer

URI

Peer

URI

Peer

URI

Peer Registration Response 477 712
Peer

URI

Peer

URI

Peer

URI

Peer Query Request 435 649
Peer

URI

Peer

URI
—

Peer Query Response 418 624
Peer

URI

Peer

URI
—

G
E

T

Resource Query Request 411 614
Peer

URI

Res.

URI
—

Resource Query Response 1559 2327
Peer

URI

Res.

URI

Contact

Details

PU
T

Resource Registration Request 1562 2332
Res.

URI

Res.

URI

Contact

Details

Resource Registration Response 1536 2292
Res.

URI

Res.

URI

Contact

Details

and (iii) sent Mbytes for the same node active from the beginning to the end of the
life of the entire overlay.

The evolution of experimental evaluation could be summarized in the following
steps used to build the target overlay with 100 active nodes:

1. JOIN of new 10 peers, emulated using 10 independent Java processes (equally
distributed on available cluster nodes);

2. overlay stabilization and execution of 10 PUT operations, executed by distinct
random peers, storing different resource descriptors, encoded in JSON-WSP
format;

3. execution of 10 GET operations, looking for existing resources already stored
into the DLS overlay;
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4. wait for overlay stabilization until the message propagation is done and each
simulated peer is able to keep the resources of its competence;

5. ask each running peer to store data related to exchanged bytes and general
execution logs;

6. run a collector process in order to retrieve stored logs of each peer for subse-
quent analysis;

7. return to phase 1 and start a new iteration to increase the number of active peers
in the overlay.

Through the defined execution steps an overlay of different sizes (ranging from
10 to 100 nodes) has been created, in order to collect required data at each step and to
understand the benefits of using a constrained protocol such as CoSIP instead of SIP
for IoT P2P overlays. Presented values have been obtained through multiple execu-
tions, in order to have a statistical confidence interval of 95%. Collected and analyzed
data show how, using CoSIP, it is possible to obtain an average gain of approximately
33% of exchanged Mbytes in the overall overlay compared with the use of traditional
SIP protocol. Graphs in Fig. 3.1 illustrate the total amount of received Mbytes by
active peers in the DLS overlay during the entire overlay lifetime, in both SIP and
CoSIP configurations as a function of the overlay size.

With the aim to analyze the behavior and the impact of a constrained protocol
on a single node, it has been evaluated the logs of a peer active in the overlay from
the beginning to the end of the overlay lifetime. Fig. 3.2 reports the total amount of
received Mbytes during peer’s lifetime both using SIP and CoSIP protocol.

The trend confirms, as expected, how the use of a constrained protocol allows to
reduce the overall traffic and in this specific case to process a lower amount of incom-
ing bytes to the node. The same trend is displayed and confirmed in Fig. 3.3, in which
transmitted Mbytes of a single peer is reported as a function of the experimentation
lifetime.

Starting from the collected data and with the aim to evaluate the load in terms of
exchanged packets, the amount of exchanged packets associated to SIP and CoSIP
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Figure 3.1: Total amount of received Mbytes by peers active in the the DLS as a
function of the overlay size.
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Figure 3.2: Received Mbytes by a single node active in the overlay during its life-
cycle.

signaling at the application layer and the consequent number of packets after the
typical fragmentation occurring when considering IEEE 802.15.4 at data link layer
have been estimated.

Results in Table 3.3 show how the use of CoSIP allows not only to reduce the
generated traffic in terms of Mbytes, but also to decrease the average number of
received packets at lower layers, in particular for constrained networks in which the
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Figure 3.3: Transmitted Mbytes by a single node active in the overlay during its life-
cycle.

Table 3.3: Average number of received application-layer messages and data link-layer
frames (IEEE 802.15.4) for a single peer in an overlay of 100 nodes.

CoSIP Signaling SIP Signaling

Application-layer Messages 6561 6561

IEEE 802.15.4 Frames 70536 101702

CoSIP/SIP Ratio 0.69355

effect of fragmentation is massive (e.g., by using Ethernet, the advantage in terms of
number of packets is minimized since the impact of fragmentation is lower for the
considered RPC messages and their sizes).

In the end, this significant gain, in the context of P2P overlays for IoT application
scenarios, is important not only to reduce bandwidth usage and amount of transmitted
data, but also in terms of energy consumption and processing capabilities, especially
important for constrained devices. In particular, constrained nodes can save CPU
cycles, memory, and transmission periods during their lifetime.
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3.2 The Web of Things Testbed

Due to the already highlighted heterogeneity of IoT-oriented SOs, in recent years the
global reach of the IoT presents major application development challenges. In order
to foster IoT development and diffusion, applications are increasingly built around the
well-known Web model, bringing about the so-called Web of Things (WoT). Whereas
simulation tools typically focus on evaluating lower-layer communication protocols,
in recent years several IoT testbeds have been deployed to evaluate IoT solutions in
realistic smart environments under real-world conditions. Starting from these needs, a
real IoT/WoT-oriented testbed has been deployed, denoted as Web of Things Testbed
(WoTT), composed by heterogeneous and self-configurable SOs (thanks to service
discovery mechanisms previously presented).

The WoTT is a heterogeneous and innovative WoT-based testbed that enables
developers to easily design and evaluate new services and applications in a real IoT
environment and to effectively test human-object interaction mechanisms [76, 113],
which will play a fundamental role in broadening IoT use. WoTT is particularly suited
for this purpose because its architecture is completely based on standard protocols
and network interfaces, without custom or proprietary solutions that would jeopardize
interoperability among nodes. WoTT’s main goals are to:

• hide low-level implementation details;

• enhance network self-configuration by minimizing human intervention;

• transparently and simultaneously manage multiple protocols and platforms;

• provide a platform for the design and testing of human-object interaction pat-
terns.

To effectively test new WoT-related applications, WoTT consists of several types
of nodes that differ in terms of both computational capabilities and radio-access in-
terfaces. Nonetheless, these nodes can be grouped into two main classes: (i) Con-
strained IoT (CIoT) nodes and (ii) Single-Board Computer (SBC) nodes. CIoT nodes
are mainly based on the open source Contiki OS and correspond to Class 1 devices
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— those that cannot easily talk to other Internet nodes that have a full protocol stack,
but that can use a protocol stack designed for constrained nodes — as defined in the
IETF memo “Terminology for Constrained Node Networks” [114]. SBC nodes are
more powerful, typically running a Linux OS and having multiple network interfaces;
these correspond to Class 2 devices — those that use the same protocols as notebooks
or servers [114]. Regardless of what the actual nodes are, the standard communication
protocols and mechanisms used in WoTT enable the testbed to manage node diversity
seamlessly, making it possible to treat each node simply as an IP-addressable host.

3.2.1 An IP-based Infrastructure for Smart Objects

CIoT nodes are connected at the physical layer by IEEE 802.15.4 wireless links,
whereas IPv6 is used at the network layer in combination with 6LoWPAN [115] and
IPv6 Routing Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks (RPL) (the routing pro-
tocol for low-power and lossy networks, or LLNs). Sensor-equipped CIoT nodes can
act as CoAP servers or clients running Erbium, a lightweight CoAP implementation.
In Table 3.4 are detailed the CIoT nodes involved in the deployment of the WoTT.

As with CIoT nodes, SBC nodes can act as CoAP clients or servers, with fewer
implementation constraints. For example, on Arduino Yun nodes, a JavaScript ap-
plication initializes a CoAP server through an instance of Node.js [116]. Other SBC
nodes, such as the Intel Galileo boards and Raspberry Pi, can support different types
of languages ranging from Python to Java. In Table 3.5 are detailed the SBC nodes
involved in the deployment of the WoTT.

As shown in Fig. 3.4, the WoTT is heterogeneous by design, to enable seamless
communication among SOs and between the WoTT and external Internet elements,
such as the Cloud, ISPs, and consumers. As previously highlighted, IP protocol adop-
tion — in particular, IPv6 or IPv6+6LoWPAN — is universally considered a key
communication enabler for the Future IoT. Thus, WoTT adopts IP as a common net-
work substrate, thereby allowing simple integration into the existing Internet. Note
that all WoTT nodes use standard protocols at all layers of the protocol stack; this in-
cludes several PHY- and MAC-layer standards — e.g., IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.15.4,
and IEEE 802.3 — as well as application-layer protocols. The architecture also con-
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Table 3.4: Constrained Internet of Things (CIoT) nodes in the WoTT.

Constrained IoT nodes

No. Node Hardware OS Network interface(s)

6 TelosB

MCU: TI MSP430F1611

Contiki IEEE 802.15.4RAM: 10 KB

ROM: 48 KB

20 Zolertia Z1

MCU: TI MSP430F2617

Contiki IEEE 802.15.4RAM: 8 KB

ROM: 92 KB

10 OpenMote

MCU: ARM Cortex-M3

Contiki IEEE 802.15.4RAM: 32 KB

ROM: 512 KB

35 SimpleLink SensorTag

MCU: ARM Cortex-M3

TI-RTOS IEEE 802.15.4 / BLERAM: 20 KB

ROM: 128 KB

MCU: memory control unit

tains an innovative network element, the IoT Hub [117], which operates at different
layers of the protocol stack to further enhance interoperability among communicating
devices by integrating several networks into a single IP-based substrate and imple-
menting important functions at the application layer. Due to greater capabilities in
computational power and networking, SBC nodes can effectively implement all IoT
Hub functions.

WoTT’s Wi-Fi networking infrastructure is based on Cisco Connected Mobile
Experiences (CMX) [118] Access Points (APs) and can be used to track devices for
indoor localization purposes. In particular, the CMX platform provides Mobility Ser-
vices Engine RESTful APIs, which allow developers to integrate service customiza-
tion with location information into mobile applications, such as location-aware equip-
ment tracking, guest access, and device-based services. This feature is currently used
to build user location–aware IoT applications that can continuously monitor users,
enabling specific and augmented interaction with the surrounding environment.

Focusing on the application layer, WoTT currently supports: (i) CoAP, (ii) MQTT,
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Table 3.5: Single-Board Computer (SBC) nodes in the WoTT.

SBC nodes

No. Node Hardware OS Network interface(s)

20 Intel Galileo

CPU: SoC X Intel Quark X1000
[Linux]

Debian
IEEE 802.3RAM: 256 MB

Memory (SD): 8 GB

5 Raspberry Pi B

CPU: Broadcom

BCM2835 ARM11 [Linux]

Raspbian
IEEE 802.3/802.11

RAM: 512 MB

Memory (SD): 8 GB

5 Arduino Yún

Linux environment

[Linux]

OpenWRT

IEEE 802.3/802.11

CPU: Atheros AR9331

RAM: 64 MB

ROM: 16 MB

Arduino environment

Arduino
MCU: ATmega32u4

RAM: 2.5 KB

ROM: 32 KB

4 UDOO

Linux environment

[Linux]

UDOObuntu

IEEE 802.3/802.11

CPU: Freescale i.MX 6

ARM Cortex-A9

RAM: 1 GB

Memory (SD): 8 GB

Arduino environment

Arduino
MCU: Atmel SAM3X8E

ARM Cortex-M3

RAM: 100 KB

ROM: 512 KB

MCU: memory control unit

and (iii) HTTP, which is mainly used for communication between WoTT and external
Internet actors or consumers, such as Cloud storage services or IoT-unaware clients.
Among WoTT components, the IoT Hub is the key IoT enabler because it manages
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IoT
HUB

Application Layer

Link Layer

Internet

Service Discovery

Resource Directory

Protocol Translation

SOs Delegate

Figure 3.4: WoTT architecture and protocol stack. The central component is the IoT
Hub, which interacts with the various layers and manages the testbed’s heterogeneous
network.

the different access technologies and supports full IP connectivity among all objects.
The implementation of several functionalities at the application layer enables all the
protocols listed in Fig. 3.4 to coexist in the same environment.

The software running on different SOs has been developed with different pro-
gramming languages, reinforcing the idea that — because of various features pro-
vided at the application layer, together with strict compliance to IoT standards —
developers can create new IoT applications easily and without additional constraints.

3.2.2 IoT Hub-enabled Smart Object Interactions

WoTT does not simply enable communications between IoT actors; it constitutes a
“uniform” super-entity able to provide enhanced functionalities that go beyond the
mere union of its components’ features.

To achieve this super-entity status, WoTT uses the various communication tech-
nologies in the IoT Hub to bridge and merge together several networks into a single
IP network. The IoT Hub also implements several functions at the application layer:
it manages the services and resources available in the overall infrastructure, thereby
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playing a key role at the application layer.

IoT Hub use is expedient for several reasons. The extreme heterogeneity of IoT
devices requires mechanisms to support the management of and seamless interactions
among SOs as well as humans. Moreover, because SOs’ limited data-collection ca-
pabilities could preclude them from handling large numbers of concurrent requests,
limiting direct access to SOs is preferable. In other cases, extremely limited devices
could act as clients to implement data-collection behavior.

From a networking standpoint, the IoT Hub is a Fog node placed at the edge of
multiple physical networks with the goal of creating an IP-based IoT network. The
IoT Hub plays a fundamental role by implementing the following functions at the
link and application layers of the protocol stack.

• Border Router (BR): the IoT Hub bridges one or more networks (such as several
IEEE 802.15.4 networks).

• Service and Resource Discovery: the IoT Hub is able to discover which SOs
are available in the network and their hosted resources.

• Resource directory: the IoT Hub complies with the specifications provided in
the IETF technical report “CoRE Resource Directory” [101] and maintains a
list of all resources available in the bridged networks, thereby creating a cen-
tralized entry point for applications that need to perform resource lookup.

• Origin-Server: the IoT Hub provides a CoAP server that hosts the resources of
different SOs.

• CoAP-to-CoAP (C2C) proxy: the IoT Hub provides proxying capabilities for
CoAP requests coming from external clients targeting constrained nodes.

• HTTP-to-CoAP (H2C) proxy: in order to allow HTTP clients to access CoAP
resources, the IoT Hub provides HTTP-to-CoAP cross-proxying (protocol trans-
lation).

• Cache: the IoT Hub keeps a cache with the representation of most recently
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accessed resources to act as a SO delegate, thus minimizing latencies and un-
loading constrained devices.

Because the IoT Hub relies on standard interaction mechanisms and communication
protocols, SOs do not depend on it for their operation. Instead, the IoT Hub miti-
gates the presence of nonstandard components that are interoperable with standard-
compliant devices. The IoT Hub is not required for interaction and interoperability,
but its presence extends the IoT network and increases its capabilities by simplifying
and hiding complex and important tasks such as service discovery and routing.

3.2.3 Integration Challenges

The main challenges encountered in WoTT deployment have been design related:
how to define different elements and their functionalities, represent different resources
and their relationships through suitable hypermedia, and maintain compatibility with
standards.

The efforts devoted to WoTT design, the IoT Hub, and the use of standards have
simplified the deployment process, making the integration of all different elements
straightforward, notwithstanding their heterogeneity. In particular, WoTT hides criti-
cal implementation issues encountered at lower layers. For example, in a constrained
network, such as IEEE 802.15.4, the resource advertisement feature is a critical point,
requiring strict assumptions about energy and memory consumption on each con-
strained device. It is possible to tackle this issue by adopting an efficient multicast-
based solution that can reduce the energy consumption. WoTT’s application-oriented
end users are not concerned with these implementation details.

Another implementation challenge hidden from end users is configuring network
elements such as routers and APs to create a unique IP-addressable network. Original
firmware provided with common network elements typically does not allow such un-
usual configurations. To overcome this limitation, WoTT network components have
been “hacked” with other more customizable and advanced firmwares.
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3.2.4 Security, Authentication and Authorization

With the goal of having the WoTT eventually become a publicly available platform,
it has been designed to comply with security policies and mechanisms and to adopt
strong defensive measures to counteract security threats coming from external envi-
ronments as well as internal malicious IoT entities. Web-derived security technology
and mechanisms are useful — they can be taken as a reference and applied to enhance
the protection and reliability of IoT environments.

The WoTT can manage and authenticate external request issuers, while simulta-
neously defining processing policies and rules. To comply with these specifications,
the testbed allows external connections through VPN and Secure Shell (SSH) tunnels
using credentials issued by WoTT administrators.

Several security mechanisms for the interaction among SOs are implemented
within the testbed. Transport Layer Security (TLS) (in conjunction with HTTP) and
Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) (in conjunction with CoAP) are imple-
mented on a set of devices hosting resources that need to be accessed through secured
application protocols. The IoT Hub implements both protocols to provide secure re-
source access through proxying. Of course, end-to-end security through proxying
cannot be ensured as no TLS-to-DTLS mapping is defined.

Although DTLS and TLS are implemented to enforce confidentiality and authen-
ticity of communication between endpoints, real-world IoT systems must be able to
manage several users accessing resources deployed in a smart environment. This is
when authorization comes into play: mechanisms must be defined to ensure that only
authorized entities can interact with objects. For example, building offices in an IoT
environment should be secure and only able to be unlocked by individuals who have
been granted access. Although authorization is obviously a critical issue, research
has yet to focus on defining mechanisms to manage IoT access policies and grant
authorizations.
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3.2.5 Buiding Web of Things-oriented Applications

To validate WoTT’s benefits and demonstrate the ease of integrating a newly deployed
application within the testbed, an application for wearable and mobile-oriented ap-
plications has been developed.

Thanks to their portability, wearable and mobile devices are obvious solutions
for tracking people’s activities. To accomplish this, it has been implemented indoor
localization features into WoTT using CMX APs to triangulate the locations of people
and objects. The availability of localization APIs in the CMX system enables to create
applications that can follow users throughout an IoT environment and possibly even
anticipate their movements. Together with access-point-based localization, the use of
on-board inertial measurement units can further improve the tracking experience.

Mobile devices play an important role in WoTT’s architecture. Aside from in-
teracting with SOs, they can also act as SOs, providing data generated by their on-
board sensors. Mobile devices can thus be considered as WoTT nodes, making WoTT
highly dynamic.

As a uniform, application-oriented platform, WoTT can be used by developers
to easily create and test real-world IoT applications in a short period of time, thus
making it more attractive than other currently available platforms. This is due to
ready-to-use capabilities and the direct/active interactions that a deployed application
can have with the resources available in WoTT. From an operational point of view,
developers simply run their applications on testbed resources without needing to add
virtualized environments or services; thus the application becomes part of a WoT
scenario in which consumers are not only “readers” but active participants.

Based on the WoTT’s capabilities, the application shown in Fig. 3.5 has been
developed and tested on the Android Wear platform using LG G Watches and An-
droid 5.0.1 smartphones [119]. In the near future, as more SOs are deployed, vendor-
provided apps are less likely to be the usual means by which humans interact with
things, and a more standard approach will be required to do so effectively.

The application performs the following steps. First, the mobile device discovers
nearby SOs proactively and reactively, by means of standard service and resource
discovery mechanisms. Then, it forwards the collected information to its connected
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Update

Web Mobile

Wearable

Figure 3.5: A WoTT-based application for mobile and wearable devices. Resources
and interactions are revealed gradually, according to the REST paradigm, so that the
application can adapt itself dynamically.

wearable device interface. Through wearable interfaces, a user can see and browse
a list of all the resources that have been discovered and select one to interact with.
Interactions are thereby WoTT resources can be deployed on different platforms, such
as different SOs, and by using heterogeneous protocols. However, this is completely
transparent to a developer who is able to access all these resources; the only constraint
is to use standard protocols. This is possible through the IoT Hub’s abstraction ability
— it is not provided by other existing testbeds, such as SmartSantander.

The SOs’ own sensors and actuators, users’ devices, and other SOs can each act
as clients and interact with one another through the following approaches.

• Polling allows clients to retrieve the value associated with the queried resource
by performing a CoAP GET request.

• Observing can be used by clients to receive asynchronous updates when the
value of the specified resource changes, which is a more efficient mechanism
because it avoids periodic data polling.
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• Acting is used by clients to set up the value of a specified resource, such as
activating an actuator, depending on the function set provided by the resource.

The observing approach, which has not been defined in HTTP, is a lightweight
CoAP-oriented interaction mechanism [100]. SO-related resource observation can be
achieved by performing a particular CoAP GET request, which contains an Observe
option. This option instructs the target SO to add a new subscriber that will receive
subsequent resource updates in push mode. Subscribers can also stop observing a
resource at any time and unsubscribe from updates.

The use of standard communication protocols and network interfaces, well-known
Web-based design approaches, and widely varied hardware platforms are changing
the IoT and presenting new opportunities to developers, businesses, and users. In
this dynamic and evolving scenario, the availability of real and accessible resource-
oriented testbeds that allow active and direct interaction among users and devices
with low-level nodes and services are a key enabler for widespread future IoT adop-
tion — and, indeed, are driving the transition from the IoT to the WoT.

WoTT exemplifies a novel architectural and networking approach to important
IoT challenges. Designing and implementing the testbed has confirmed the need for
open evaluation platforms to explore and integrate innovative IoT applications and
to bridge the gap between users and things. WoTT’s hardware/software heterogene-
ity confirms that proper use of standard protocols such as HTTP, CoAP, and MQTT
and of interaction paradigms such as REST and service/resource discovery are fun-
damental to enabling transparent and dynamic interactions among multiple SOs and
personal mobile and wearable devices. Moreover, this heterogeneity can be extended
by improving the IoT Hub features (e.g., by adding support to Bluetooth devices).
This would open WoTT to an emerging category of IoT-enabled devices, namely
those using Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [120], and BLE service discovery mecha-
nisms such as Eddystone [121].

Nevertheless, important issues must be addressed to make the IoT part of daily
life. Testbeds like WoTT are the perfect experimental playgrounds to boost and sup-
port IoT application development by creating a common space that designers, hard-
ware manufacturers, and companies can exploit to make the IoT accessible and easy
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to use for everyone, just as the Internet is right now.

3.3 Integration of Wi-Fi Mobile Nodes in the WoTT

Current trends show that the main goal of recently deployed IoT-oriented testbeds
(e.g., the WoTT) is to foster a rapid deployment of Web-enabled everyday objects, al-
lowing end users to manage and control SOs in a simple way by using Web browsers.
In this way, the ubiquity of Wi-Fi technology in modern scenarios and its interop-
erability with widely used application protocols (e.g., HTTP) makes it a promising
technology for the future, since Wi-Fi guarantees large-area coverage, high band-
width, robustness, and cost-effectiveness. Whereas Wi-Fi technology adoption seems
to be a good solution in some IoT scenarios (e.g., video monitoring), it can be in-
teresting to analyze and describe an experimental integration of Wi-Fi nodes [122]
in the WoTT testbed, composed of heterogeneous nodes hosting resources that can
be accessed through the CoAP protocol. The integration of new Wi-Fi nodes hosting
HTTP resources, using only standard mechanisms, dynamic nodes and resource dis-
covery paradigms, allows end-users to easily interact with all SOs, without worrying
about specific protocol translation needs.

3.3.1 Architecture

The goal of the proposed integration, whose main component modules are shown in
Fig. 3.6, is to exploit the basic concept of the IoT, integrating Wi-Fi-based devices in
the WoTT testbed, mainly composed of CoAP-enabled IEEE 802.15.4 nodes.

Resource Directory Module

The resource directory module [123] acts as an information repository for resources
hosted by the endpoints in an IoT network. An endpoint is an IP-enabled entity as-
sociated with an address and a port: therefore, a physical node can host one or more
endpoints, each one owning one or more resources. The resource directory is also
able, in conjunction with a proxy module, to handle requests through different appli-
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Figure 3.6: Overview of the proposed architecture.

cation protocols. In the WoTT testbed, all endpoints advertise themselves through the
JmDNS library [124], a Java-based implementation of the Multicast DNS (mDNS)
discovery protocol, regardless of the supported application protocol, so that resources
hosted by endpoints are automatically added to the resource directory.

Node Manager Module

The Node Manager module is a Java-based entity managing, in absence of the IoT
Hub module, the communication with all nodes integrated in the WoTT. It is com-
posed of several sub-modules.

• The HTTP Poller, implemented using the Jetty library [125], retrieves the
list of available HTTP resources from the resource directory, looking for the
desired ones accordingly with CoRE interface (if ) and resource type (rt) at-
tributes. Once the resource address is retrieved, the HTTP Poller starts the
interaction with them. Because the CoAP-defined Observe option is not na-
tively supported by HTTP, the module must send periodic HTTP GET requests
(polling) to the available HTTP resources.

• The CoAP Fetcher, implemented with the Californium (Cf ) library, is respon-
sible for interacting with CoAP-based endpoints.
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• The Executor module processes the responses received by other modules (en-
coded in JSON format to allow a light data exchange) and decides the ac-
tions to be performed, if the responses satisfy some criteria (e.g., forward-
ing the obtained data to the Cloud [126] or to remote processing infrastruc-
tures [127, 128], or making new requests to an actuator in the WoTT).

Wi-Fi Nodes

Among many options, the Wi-Fi node integrated in the WoTT is the TI SimpleLink
Wi-Fi CC3200 LaunchPad [129]. This board is equipped with two processors, which
control the integrated Web server and the TCP/IP stack for networking operations,
and a radio interface through the IEEE 802.11b/g/n protocol. It is also equipped with
temperature and three-axis accelerometer sensors: sensed values can be extracted by
means of internal prioritized tasks. The LaunchPad board has been chosen because
it is one of the most complete devices available for IoT application development and
can be battery powered. These features make it mobile, thus increasing the hetero-
geneity of the WoTT.

To smartly manage the new Wi-Fi node, the proposed architecture abides by the
following principles: the internal representation of the resource list and the represen-
tation of the values of each sensor must be maintained on the LaunchPad board. The
former aspect has been solved by “re-engineering” the board and enabling to cre-
ate, at start-up time, a new HTTP resource reachable at /.well-known/core URI: this
represents the entry-point used for resource discovery and returns the list of all avail-
able HTTP resources in CoRE Link-Format fashion [130], in which each resource is
described by its URI, if and rt CoRE attributes. Furthermore, the criticality related
to the representation of the resource values is because, by default, the LaunchPad
node responds to an HTTP GET request encapsulating the last retrieved value into
an HTML page, which is difficult to read and parse. Considering this observation, in
the proposed approach the measured value is written in a text file by using the JSON
format. This solution is more readable, lightweight, and easily interpreted than that
provided by TI.
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3.3.2 Use Case

The proposed architecture has been tested by implementing the Wi-Fi node-based
IoT-based surveillance system shown in Fig. 3.7: a security camera takes a snapshot
of a monitored environment if a sensor detects an unexpected presence.

Figure 3.7: IoT-based surveillance infrastructure.

The system is managed by the Node Manager module running on a Raspberry Pi
1 Model B, which starts querying the resource directory to discover the movement
sensor and the surveillance camera. The former is handled by the accelerometer sen-
sor on the TI LaunchPad Wi-Fi board, which is installed on the door in the supervised
environment. The board starts advertising itself, to be discovered by the resource di-
rectory module. The camera entity is represented by another Raspberry Pi 1 Model
B, already integrated in the WoTT testbed and equipped with a PiNoIR camera mod-
ule, running a built-in HTTP server (written in Python language) and a CoAP server
(written with Cf library). Both of these servers allow the capture of pictures upon a
request to specific URIs. First, the Node Manager discovers the movement resource
on the Wi-Fi node, identified by the CoRE attributes if=core.s and rt=accl, and the
surveillance camera, with if=core.s and rt=camera. The HTTP Poller then starts to
periodically poll the LaunchPad board with HTTP GET requests, whose responses
are finally handled by the Executor module. The current value received from the Wi-
Fi node is then compared with two thresholds and, if a movement is detected (namely,
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the acceleration intensity is above a pre-set threshold), the Executor asks the CoAP
Fetcher module to send a synchronous CoAP GET request to the Raspberry Pi board
handling the surveillance camera, which captures a new snapshot (at a resolution of
320×240 px) and forwards it back to the Executor module.

In Table 3.6, the experimentally measured times (in terms of average values and
standard deviations), with reference to the different steps highlighted in Fig. 3.7, are
shown.

Table 3.6: Measured times.

Operation Average Duration [s] Standard Deviation [s]

Intrusion sensor polling (steps 3–5) 0.91 0.24

Snapshot request (steps 6–7) 1.7 0.47

The choice to send a CoAP request, instead of an HTTP one, is to highlight the
heterogeneity of the analyzed use case and of the proposed architecture, in which
there is no physical connection between the Wi-Fi board and the camera, because
they interact only owing to the presence of the resource directory.

Thanks to the adoption of only standard solutions, the proposed integration makes
the WoTT architecture scalable and lightweight, because HTTP and CoAP resources
on heterogeneous devices are managed in a similar way.





Chapter 4

Services for IoT

One of the distinctive features of IoT systems is the deployment of a huge amount of
heterogeneous data sources collecting data from the environment and sending infor-
mation through the Internet to collectors. The work of all data sources generate, as
a whole, streams with a very high frequency. Moreover, several relevant IoT scenar-
ios (such as industrial automation, transportation, networks of sensors and actuators)
require real-time performance or, at least, a predictable (and consistent) latency. The
presence of a large number of IoT data sources, on one hand, that globally gener-
ate data at a high rate (even though a single IoT service generates a limited amount
of data), and low-latency constraints, on the other hand, call for innovative Cloud
architectures, able to efficiently handle such massive amount of information. As al-
ready highlighted, Big Data approaches typically have an intrinsic inertia because
they are based on batch processing. By this, they are not suitable to the dynamicity of
IoT scenarios with real-time requirements. To better fit these requirements, the Big
Data paradigm is shifted to a new paradigm, which is denoted as “Big Stream”. Big
Stream-oriented systems should react effectively to changes and provide smart be-
havior for allocating resources, thus implementing scalable and cost-effective Cloud
services. The Big Stream paradigm is specifically designed to perform real-time and
ad-hoc processing in order to link incoming streams of data to consumers. This new
paradigm should have a high degree of scalability and fine-grained/dynamic config-
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urability, and efficiently manage heterogeneous data formats which are not a-priori
known.

4.1 The Big Stream Paradigm

The Big Stream paradigm allows to perform real-time and ad-hoc processing in order
to link incoming streams of data to consumers, with a high degree of scalability, fine-
grained and dynamic configuration, and management of heterogeneous data formats.
In brief, while both Big Data and Big Stream deal with massive amounts of data, the
former focuses on the analysis of data, as shown in Fig. 4.1, while the latter focuses
on the management of flows of data, as shown in Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.1: The volume of data analysis in Big Data systems.

The main differences between Big Data and Big Stream paradigms can be sum-
marized as follows.

• The meaning of the term “Big”: in Big Data it refers to “volume of data”,
while in Big Stream it refers to “data generation rate”.

• Real-time or low-latency requirements of different consumers: they are
typically not taken into account by Big Data.

• Nature of data sources: Big Data deals with heterogeneous data sources in
a wide range of different areas (e.g., health, economy, natural phenomena),
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Figure 4.2: The multiple data sources and listeners management in Big Stream sys-
tem.

not necessarily related to IoT. Instead, Big Stream data sources are strictly
related to the IoT, where heterogeneous devices send small amounts of data
generating, as a whole, a continuous and massive information stream.

• Objective: Big Data focuses on information management, storage and anal-
ysis, following the Data-Information-Knowledge (DIK) model [131]; instead,
Big Stream focuses on the management of data flows, being specifically de-
signed to perform real-time and ad-hoc processing, in order to forward incom-
ing data streams to consumers.

Big Stream-oriented systems should react efficiently to changes, providing smart re-
source allocation and, thus, implementing scalable and cost-effective Cloud services.
This also affects the data selected as relevant, in different processing steps, for the fi-
nal consumer. For instance, while for Big Data applications it is important to store all
data in order to be able to perform any successive required computation, Big Stream
applications might decide to perform data aggregation, filtering or pruning, in order
to minimize the latency in conveying the final computation output to consumers, with
no need for persistence. Eventually, as a generalization, a Big Data application might
be a consumer of Big Stream data flows and perform storage operations.

Based on these observations, it is interesting to propose and detail an architecture
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targeting Cloud-based applications with real-time constraints, i.e., Big Stream appli-
cations, for IoT scenarios. The proposed architecture relies on the concepts of “data
listener” and “data-oriented processing graph”, in order to implement a scalable,
highly configurable, and dynamic chain of computations on incoming Big Streams,
and to dispatch data with a push-based approach, thus providing the lowest delay
between the generation of information and its consumption.

4.2 The Big Stream-oriented Architecture

As previously stated, a major difference between Big Data and Big Stream resides
in the real-time and low-latency requirements of consumers. The gigantic amount of
data sources in IoT applications has mistakenly made Cloud services implementers
believe that re-using Big Data-driven architectures would be the right solution for all
applications, rather than designing specific paradigms for those scenarios. IoT appli-
cation scenarios are characterized by a huge number of data sources, sending small
amounts of information to a collector service, typically at a limited data rate. Many
services can be built on top of these data, such as environmental monitoring, building
automation, and SCs applications. These applications are typically characterized by
low-latency or real-time requirements, in order to provide efficient reactive/proactive
behaviors.

Applying a traditional Big Data approach for IoT application scenarios might
lead to high — even unpredictable — latencies between data generation and its avail-
ability to a consumer, since this was not among the main objectives behind the design
of Big Data systems. The main delay contributions introduced when data, generated
by SOs in IoT networks, need to be processed, stored, and then polled by consumers,
are illustrated in Fig. 4.3. Clients interested in processed data are extremely hetero-
geneous, spanning from mobile or desktop applications to Data Warehouse (DW)
applications and till other IoT networks composed by different SOs.

The total delay required by any data to be delivered to a consumer can be ex-
pressed as:

ttot = t0 + t1 + t2
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Figure 4.3: Delay contributions in a traditional Big Data architecture for IoT, from
data generation to applications information delivery.

where:

• t0 is the time elapsed from the moment a data source sends information, through
an available API, to the Cloud service (1), which dispatches the data to an
appropriate queue, where it can wait for an unpredictable time (2), in order to
decouple data acquisition from processing;

• t1 is the time needed for data, extracted by the queue, to be pre-processed and
stored into a DW (3): this time contribution depends on the number of concur-
rent processes that need to be executed and get access the common DW and
the current size of the DW;

• t2 is the data consumption time, which depends on: (i) the remaining time that
a polling consumer needs to wait before performing the next fetch (4); (ii) the
time for a request to be sent to the Cloud service (5); (iii) the time required for
lookup in the DW and post-process the fetched data (6); and (iv) the time for
the response to be delivered back to the consumer (7).

It can be observed that the described architecture is not optimized to minimize the
latency and, therefore, to feed (possibly a large number of) real-time applications
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but, rather, to perform data collection and batch processing. Moreover, it is important
to underline and understand that significant data for Big Stream applications might be
short-lived, since they are to be consumed immediately, while Big Data applications
tend to collect and store massive amounts of data for an unpredictable time.

The main design criteria of the Big Stream architecture proposed in [126] are: (i)
the minimization of the latency in data dispatching to consumers, and (ii) the opti-
mization of resource allocation. The main novelty lies in the concepts of “consumer-
oriented” data flows and “listeners”. The former denotes a different approach in re-
trieving incoming data, rather than being based on the knowledge of collection points
(repositories) to which request data. The latter relies on final consumers: data gener-
ated by a deployed SOs, might be of interest for some consumer application, denoted
as listener, which can register itself in order to receive updates (either in the form of
raw or processed data) coming from a particular streaming endpoint (i.e., Cloud ser-
vice). On the basis of application-specific needs, each listener defines a set of rules,
which specify what type of data should be selected and the associated filtering opera-
tions. For instance, referring to a smart parking scenario, a mobile application might
be interested in receiving contents related only to specific events that occur within a
given geographical area, in order to accomplish relevant tasks. Specifically, the ap-
plication can listen for parking sensor status updates, the positions of other cars, or
weather conditions, in order to find available parking spots.

The proposed Big Stream architecture guarantees that, as soon as they are avail-
able, data will be dispatched to the listener, which is thus no longer responsible to
poll data, thus minimizing latencies and possibly avoiding network traffic. The infor-
mation flow in a listener-based Cloud architecture is shown in Fig. 4.4. With the Big
Stream paradigm, the total time required by any data to be delivered to a consumer
can be expressed as:

ttot = t0 + t1

where:

• t0 is the time elapsed from the moment a data source sends information, through
an available API, to the Cloud service (1), which dispatches the data to an
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Figure 4.4: The delay contributions from data generation to consumers information
delivery following the listener-based Big Stream approach.

appropriate queue, where it can wait for an unpredictable time (2), in order to
decouple data acquisition from processing;

• t1 is the time needed to process data extracted from the queue and be processed
(according to the needs of the listener, e.g., to perform format translation) and
then deliver it to registered listeners.

It is clear that the perspective inversion introduced by a listener-oriented com-
munication is optimal in terms of minimization of the time that a listener must wait
before it receives data of interest. In order to highlight the benefits brought by the
Big Stream approach, with respect to Big Data, an alerting application (where an
event should be notified to one or more consumers in the shortest possible time) can
be considered. The traditional Big Data approach would require an unnecessary pre-
processing/storage/post-processing cycle to be executed before the event can be made
available to consumers, which would be responsible to retrieve data by polling. The
listener-oriented approach, instead, guarantees that only the needed processing will
be performed before data are being delivered directly to the listener, thus providing an
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effective real-time solution. This general discussion proves that a consumer-oriented
paradigm may be better suited to real-time Big Stream applications, rather than sim-
ply reusing existing Big Data architectures, which better fit applications that do not
have critical real-time requirements.

4.2.1 Acquisition Module

The Acquisition module represents the entry point for external IoT networks of SOs
to the Cloud architecture. Its purpose is to collect raw data from different and het-
erogeneous data sources and make them available to the other functional blocks. It
is important to underline that several application-layer protocols can be implemented
by SOs. For this reason, the Acquisition module includes a set of different connectors
in order to properly handle each protocol-specific incoming data stream.

4.2.2 Normalization Module

Raw data are generally application-dependent, thus a Normalization module has been
designed in order to normalize all the collected information and generate a represen-
tation suitable for processing. The normalization procedure is made by fundamen-
tal and atomic operation on data such as: (i) the suppression of useless information
(e.g., unnecessary headers or metadata); (ii) the annotation with additional informa-
tion; and (iii) the translation of the payload to a suitable format. In order to handle
the huge amount of incoming data efficiently, the normalization step is organized
with protocol-specific queues and Exchanges. An Exchange works as a router in the
system and dispatches incoming data to one or more output queues depending on
dynamic routing rules. As shown in the normalization section of Fig. 4.7, the infor-
mation flow originating from the Acquisition module is handled as follows:

• all data streams relative to a specific protocol are routed to a dedicated protocol-
specific exchange, which forwards them to a protocol-dedicated queue;

• a normalization process handles the input data currently available on the queue
and performs all necessary normalization operations in order to obtain a stream
of information units that can be processed by next modules;
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• the normalized stream is forwarded to an output exchange; the output of the
Normalization block represents the entry-point of the first Exchange inner to
the Graph module, that pass it to all the interested listeners of the next levels.

The main advantage of using Exchanges is that queues and normalization processes
can be dynamically adapted to the current workload; for instance, normalization
queues and processes could be easily replicated to avoid system congestion.

4.2.3 The Graph Framework

In order to overcome the limitations of the “process-oriented” approach previously
described and to fit with the Big Stream paradigm, the proposed Cloud architecture is
based on a Graph framework. More precisely, is is consider a graph composed by ba-
sic building blocks that are self-consistent and perform “atomic” processing on data,
but that are not directly linked to a specific task. In such a system, the data flows are
based on dynamic graph-routing rules determined only by the nature of the data itself
and not by a centralized coordination unit. This new approach allows the platform
to be “consumer-oriented” and to implement optimal resource allocation. Without
the need of a coordination process, the data streams can be dynamically routed in
the network by following the edges of the graph and allowing the possibility to au-
tomatically switch off nodes (if some processing units are not required at a certain
point) and transparently replicate nodes (if some processing entities are consumed by
a significant amount of concurrent consumers).

The proposed directed graph-based processing architecture, adhering to the pub-
lish/subscribe model, and the concept of listener, are illustrated in Fig. 4.5. A listener
is an entity (e.g., a processing unit in the graph or an external consumer) interested
in the raw data stream or in the output provided by a different node in the graph.
Each listener represents a node in the topology and the presence and combination
of multiple listeners, across all processing units, defines the routing of data streams
from producers to consumers. More in detail, the proposed architectural approach is
composed by the following entities.

• Nodes: processing units (processes) performing some kind of computation on
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incoming data, not directly linked to a specific task. A node of the Graph frame-
work can be a listener of one or more streams and a publisher of a new stream
for other nodes.

• Edges: flows of information linking together various processing units, which
are thus able to implement some complex behavior as a whole.

Therefore, nodes in the Graph framework are logically organized in layers, character-
ized by an increasing degree of complexity. This means that data streams, generated
from nodes in a layer of the graph, can be used by nodes in higher layers, generating
new streams which can be used in higher layers, and so on.

Figure 4.5: The proposed listener-based Graph architecture: the nodes of the graph
are listeners; the edges refer to the dynamic flow of information data streams.

The designed graph-based approach allows to optimize resource allocation in
terms of efficiency, by switching off processing units that have no listeners registered
to them (enabling cost-effectiveness and scalability) and by replicating those pro-
cessing units which have a large number of registered listeners. The combination of
these two functionalities and the concept of listener allow the platform and the overall
system to adapt itself to dynamic and heterogeneous scenarios, by properly routing
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data streams to the consumers, and to add new processing units and functionalities
on demand.

As highlighted, in order to provide a set of commonly available functionalities,
while allowing to dynamically extend the capabilities of the system, the graph is
composed by concentric layers. Each layer contains two types of nodes, as shown in
Fig. 4.6 (a):

• Core Graph Nodes: listeners which perform basic processing operations pro-
vided by the architecture (e.g., format translation, normalization, aggregation,
data correlation, and other transformations).

• Application Graph Nodes: listeners that require data coming from an inner
graph layer, in order to perform custom processing on already processed data.

The complexity of processing is directly proportional to the number of layers
crossed by the data. This also means that data at an outer graph layer must not be
processed again at an inner layer, which also guarantees that processing loops, due to
misconfigurations, are avoided by design.

From an architectural viewpoint, as shown in Fig. 4.6, nodes at inner graph layers
cannot be listeners of nodes of outer graph layers. In other words, there can be no link
from an outer graph node to an inner graph node, but only vice-versa. Same layer
graph nodes may be linked together if there is a need to do so.

In particular, a processing unit of the Core Graph layer can be a listener only
for other nodes of the same layer (e.g., for x incoming streams) and a source for
other Core and Application Graph nodes (e.g., for y outgoing streams). A node of an
Application Graph layer can be, at the same time:

• a listener of x incoming flows from Core and/or Application Graph layers;

• a data source only for other y nodes of the Application Graph layers or hetero-
geneous external consumers.

In the Graph framework, each level is accessible from a level-dedicated Exchange
that forwards all data streams to nodes in its level. Each graph node ni in a specific
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: (a) The concentric linked Core and Application layers. (b) Basic process-
ing nodes build the Core Graph layer, the outer nodes have increasing complexity.

layer Lk can listen for incoming data stream on a dedicated queue managed by the
Exchange of level Lk. If the node ni, as well as being a consumer, it acts also as
a publisher, then its computation results are delivered to the Exchange of level Lk,
which is bounded with the Exchange of layer Lk+1. Therefore the Exchange in level
Lk+1 can forward streams coming from level Lk to all nodes of level Lk+1 interested
in this kind of data.

In the end, the overall behavior of a task is generated by following a complete
path in the graph from a data source to a final consumer. Processing units perform
operations that can be reused, thus data produced by a node can belong to several dif-
ferent paths and can be forwarded to all interested listeners. For this reason, in order
to optimize the workload, nodes with a large number of listeners can be replicated
and nodes with no listeners can be shut down.

4.2.4 Application Register Module

The Application Register module has the fundamental responsibility to maintain all
the information about the current state of all graph nodes in the system, and to route
data across the graph. In more detail, the Application Register module performs the
following operations: (i) attach new nodes or consumer applications interested in
some of the streams provided by the system; (ii) detach nodes of the graph that are no
more interested in streaming flows and eventually re-attach them; (iii) handle nodes
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that are publishers of new streams; and (iv) maintain information regarding topics of
data, in order to correctly generate the routing-keys and to compose data flows be-
tween nodes in different graph levels. In order to accomplish all these functionalities,
the Application Register module is composed by two main components, as shown in
Fig. 4.7.

Figure 4.7: The complete Graph Cloud Architecture with reference to the data stream
flow between all building blocks, from IoT data sources to final consumers.

The first component is the “Graph State Database” (GSDB), which is dedicated
to store all the information about active graph nodes, such as their state, level, and
whether they are publishers. The second one is the “Node Registration and Queue
Manager” (NRQM), which handles requests from graph nodes or external process,
and handles the management of queues and the routing in the system. When a new
process joins the Graph framework as a listener, it sends an attach request to the
Application Register module, specifying the kind of data to which it is interested.
The NRQM module stores the information about a new process in the GSDB and
creates a new dedicated input queue for the process, according to its preferences.
Finally, the NRQM sends a reference of the queue to the process, which becomes
a new listener of the Graph and can read the incoming stream from the input queue.
After this registration phase, the node can perform new requests (e.g., publish, detach,
get status, etc).
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The designed graph-based architecture allows to optimize resource allocation in
terms of efficiency, by switching off processing units that have no listeners registered
to them (enabling cost-effectiveness), and scalability, by replicating those processing
units which have a large number of registered listeners. The combination of these two
functionalities and the concept of listener allow the platform and the overall system to
adapt itself to dynamic and heterogeneous scenarios by properly routing data streams
to the consumers and add new processing unit and functionalities on demand. In
Fig. 4.7, all the architecture modules with the complete flow of information through
all steps described above are presented in detail.

4.3 Implementation

Although the Big Stream architecture outlined above can be deployed on a single
server, exploiting it on the Cloud allows to improve the system’s scalability and to
manage the workload with a huge number of data sources and processing nodes. An-
other important benefit, brought by the use of Cloud, is that it provides a common
platform in which data streams can be shared among several actors (e.g., IoT data
sources, developers or consumers), in order to build useful services for different con-
sumers. Therefore, this architecture is mainly intended for developers interested in
building applications based on IoT networks data, with real-time constraints and low
overhead. Developers authenticated on the platform can thus customize paths in the
graph through the definition and deployment of new processing nodes. Analyzing
the Cloud components of the platform, the service model is well suited to the SaaS
paradigm, providing the following services for developers: (i) node upload/deletion
functions, based on the insertion or deletion of processing nodes; (ii) stream status
function, to get the list of all streams available in the graph; (iii) data source up-
load/deletion functions, to load or remove an external data source (i.e., a new IoT
provider). It is important to observe that, by accessing the Big Stream architecture,
each developer can operate on data streams coming from IoT networks which he/she
does not own.

In [126], a first implementation of the Big Stream architecture with open source
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technologies has been presented, in which three main modules concur in forming the
entire Big Stream system: (i) Acquisition and Normalization modules for the man-
agement of the incoming raw data; (ii) Graph framework; (iii) Application Register
entity. The implementation of a novel Cloud architecture for Big Stream applica-
tions based on standard protocols and open source components, which provides a
scalable and efficient processing platform for IoT applications, has been carried out
by deploying a VM equipped with 2 CPUs, 2GB RAM and Linux Ubuntu 12.04
64-bit. Since the architecture is based on a queue-communication paradigm, an in-
stance of RabbitMQ [132], an open-source queue server implementing the standard
Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP) [133], has been used. RabbitMQ pro-
vides a multi-language (Java, PHP, Python, C, etc.) and platform-independent API.

4.3.1 Acquisition and Normalization Modules

The system needs an input block capable to handle external incoming raw data,
through different application-layer protocols. Data must then be processed and struc-
tured, in order to be managed by the graph processes.

Acquisition Module

The Acquisition module represents the entry point, for external IoT networks of SOs,
to the Cloud architecture. Its purpose is to receive incoming raw data from heteroge-
neous sources, making them available to all subsequent functional blocks. As men-
tioned before, about IoT models, several application-layer protocols can be imple-
mented by SOs; adhering to this idea, the Acquisition module has been modeled to in-
clude a set of different connectors, in order to properly handle each protocol-specific
incoming data stream. Considering the main and most widespread IoT application-
layer protocols, the current implementation of the Acquisition interfaces supports
HTTP, CoAP and MQTT.

For the sake of scalability and efficiency, in the module implementation an in-
stance of NGINX [134] server has been adopted as an HTTP acquisition server node.
The server is reachable via the default HTTP port (80), working with a dedicated
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PHP page, as processing module, which has been configured to forward incoming
data to the inner queue server. NGINX server has been chosen, instead of the pre-
vailing and well-known open source Apache HTTPD [135] server, because it uses an
event-driven asynchronous architecture to improve scalability and, specifically, aims
to guarantee a high performance even in the presence of a critical number of requests.

The CoAP acquisition interface has been implemented using a Java process,
based on a mjCoAP server instance, waiting for incoming raw messages, and con-
nected to the RabbitMQ queue server, passing it injected elements. Indeed, since the
proposed architecture is Big Stream-oriented, a well-fitting messaging paradigm is
given by queue communication; therefore, in the developed platform an instance of
RabbitMQ queue broker was adopted.

The MQTT acquisition node is built by implementing an ActiveMQ [136] server
through a Java process which listens for incoming data over a specific input topic
(mqtt.input). This solution has been preferred over other existing solutions (e.g., the
C-based server Mosquitto [137]) because it provides a dedicated API that allows a
custom development of the component. The MQTT acquisition node is also con-
nected to the architecture’s queue server. In order to avoid potential bottlenecks and
collision points, each acquisition protocol module has a dedicated Exchange module
and queue (managed by RabbitMQ), linked together with a protocol-related routing
key, ensuring the efficient management of incoming streams and their availability to
the subsequent nodes. In the described implementation, an Exchange is a RabbitMQ
component which acts as a router in the system and dispatches incoming messages to
one or more output queues, following dynamic routing rules.

Normalization Module

Since incoming raw data are generally application- and theme-dependent, a Normal-
ization module has been designed in order to normalize all the collected information
and generate a representation suitable for processing.

As shown in the normalization section of Fig. 4.8, the information flow originated
by the Acquisition module is handled as follows.
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• All protocol-specific data streams are routed to a dedicated protocol-dependent
Exchange, which forwards them to a specific queue.

• A normalization process handles the input data currently available on that
queue and performs all necessary normalization operations in order to obtain a
stream of information units that can be processed by subsequent modules.

• The normalized stream is forwarded to an output Exchange.

Figure 4.8: Detailed representation of Acquisition and Normalization blocks.

Each normalization node has been implemented as a Java process, which ana-
lyzes incoming raw data extracted from a queue identified through a protocol-like
routing key (e.g., <protocol>.event.in), leaving unaltered the associated routing key,
which identifies the originator SO’s protocol. The received data are fragmented and
encapsulated into a JSON-formatted document, which provides an easy-to-manage
format.

At the end of the normalization chain, each processor node forwards its new
output chunk to its next Exchange that represents the entry-point of the Graph frame-
work, promoting data flows to next layers of the proposed architecture.
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4.3.2 Graph Framework

The Graph framework is composed by an amount of different computational pro-
cesses representing a single node in the topology; layers are linked together with
frontier Exchanges, forwarding data streams to their internal nodes.

Incoming messages are stored into active queues, connected to each Exchange.
Queues can be placed into the Core Graph, for basic computation, or into Application
Graph, for enhanced data treatment. Layers are connected with one-way links with
their own successor Exchange by using the binding rules allowed by queue manager,
ensuring proper propagation of data flows and avoiding loops. Each graph layer is
composed by Java-based Graph nodes, that can be Core or Application nodes, dedi-
cated to process data provided by the Graph layer’s Exchange. Messages, identified
by a routing key, are first retrieved from the layer’s Exchange, then processed, and
finally sent to the target Exchange, with a new work-related routing key, as depicted
in Fig. 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Interaction between Core and Application layers with binding rule.

If the outgoing routing key belongs to the same incoming graph layer, data ob-
ject or stream stays within the same Exchange and becomes available for other local
processes. If the outgoing routing key belongs to an outer graph layer, then data are
forwarded to the corresponding Exchange, and finally forwarded by following a bind-
ing rule and assuring data flow. Each graph node, upon becoming part of the system,
can specify if it acts as a data publisher, capable of handling and forwarding data to
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its layer’s Exchange, or if it acts as data consumer only. A data flow continues until
it reaches the last layer’s Exchange, responsible to manage the notification to the ex-
ternal entities that are interested in final processed data (e.g., DWs, browsers, smart
entities, other Cloud graph processes, etc).

4.3.3 Application Register Module

The overall architecture is managed by the Application Register module, that has
been implemented as a Java process that has the role to coordinates the interactions
between graph nodes and external services, like the RabbitMQ queue server and the
MySQL [138] database. It maintains and updates all information and parameters re-
lated to processing unit queues.

Firstly, the Application Register starts up all the external connections, then it acti-
vates each layer’s Exchange, binding them with their successors. Finally, it proceeds
with the activation of a Jetty HTTP server, responsible for listening and handling
all Core and Application nodes requests, coming in a RESTful way (as depicted in
Fig. 4.10).

Figure 4.10: Detail of Application Register module, with possibles actions required
by graph nodes, deepening steps for ATTACH request.
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• Attach new nodes or consumers, interested in some of the streams provided by
the platform (A).

• Manage status requests from nodes (B).

• Detach (D) nodes from the Graph framework, when they are no longer inter-
ested in receiving flows, and, possibly, re-attach them (E).

• Handle change publishing policies and nodes that are publishers of new streams
(C).

• Maintain information regarding topics of data, in order to correctly generate
the routing keys, and to compose data flows between nodes in different Graph
layers.

4.4 Performance Evaluation

In order to assess the feasibility, scalability, and the performance of the proposed
architecture, the implementation has been evaluated in [126] through an experiment
in a real-world smart parking scenario. The data traces used for the evaluation of
the proposed architecture have been provided by Worldsensing [139] from one of
the company’s deployments in a real-life scenario, used to control parking spots on
streets. The traces are a subset of an entire deployment (more than 10,000 sensors)
with information from 400 sensors over a 3-month period, forming a dataset of more
than 604k parking events.

Each dataset item is represented by: (i) sensor ID; (ii) event sequence number,
relative to the specific sensor; (iii) event timestamp; and (iv) parking spot status
(free/busy). No additional informations about parking zone are provided. Therefore,
in order to create a realistic scenario, parking spot sensors have been separated into
7 groups, representing different parking zones of a city. This parking spot-city zone
association is stored into an external database.
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4.4.1 Experimental Setup

The parking dataset has been used in the Cloud infrastructure using a Java-based data
generator, which simulates the IoT sensors network. The generator randomly selects
an available protocol (HTTP, CoAP, or MQTT) and periodically sends streams to
the corresponding acquisition node interface. Once the data has been received by the
acquisition layer, they are forwarded to the dedicated normalization Exchange, where
corresponding nodes enrich incoming data with platform-specific details. With ref-
erence to the selected scenario, the normalization stage adds parking zone details to
input data, retrieving the association from an external database. Once the normaliza-
tion module has completed its processing, it sends the structured data to the Graph
framework, allowing to further process the enriched data stream.

The Graph framework considered in this experimental setup is composed by 8
Core layers and 7 Application layers, within which different node topologies are
built and evaluated. Processed data follow a path based on routing keys, until the
final external listener is reached. Each Application node is interested in detecting
changes of parking spot data, related to specific parking zones. Upon a change of
the status, the Graph node generates a new aggregated descriptor, which is forwarded
to the responsible layer’s Exchange, which has the role to notify the change event
to external entities interested in the update (free → busy, busy → free). The rate of
these events, coming from a real deployment in a European city, respects some rules
imposed by the company, and might seems low for a performance evaluation. Thus,
in order to stress enough the proposed Big Stream Cloud system, the performance
is evaluated by varying the data generation rate in a proper range. In other words, a
specific rate for incoming events has been forced, without taking into account real
parking spots timestamps gathered from the dataset.

4.4.2 Experimental Results

The proposed architecture has been evaluated, using the testbed previously described,
by varying the data rate from 1 msg/s to 100 msg/s. The evaluation consists in assess-
ing the performance of the acquisition stage and the computation stage.
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First, performance is evaluated by measuring the time difference (dimension:
[ms]) between the instant at which data are sent from a data generator to the cor-
responding acquisition interface and the instant at which the data are enriched by
normalization nodes, thus becoming available for the first processing Core node. The
results are shown in Fig. 4.11. It can be observed that the acquisition time is slightly
increasing, but it is around 15 ms at all considered rates.

Figure 4.11: Average times (dimension: [ms]) related to the Acquisition block.

The second performance evaluation has been carried out by measuring the time
(dimension: [ms]) between the instant in which enriched data become ready for
processing activities, and the time when the message ends its Graph framework
routes, becoming available for external consumers/customers. In order to consider
only the effective overhead introduced by the architecture, and without considering
implementation-specific contributions, performance results were obtained by sub-
tracting the processing time of all Core and Application nodes. Finally, these times
have been normalized over the number of computational nodes, in order to obtain the
per-node overhead introduced by the architecture, in a way that is independent of the
specific routing and topology that were implemented.

The results, shown Fig. 4.12, have been calculated using the following expres-
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sion:

Tprocessing f req =
Tout−Tin−∑

N
k=1 GPk

N−1

in which: Tout is the instant at which parking data reach the last Application layer; Tin

indicates the instant in which normalized data comes to first Core layer; and GPk is
the processing time of a Graph process k ∈ 1, ....,N.

Figure 4.12: Average times (dimension: [ms]) related to Graph framework processing
block.

Fig. 4.13 shows how Tprocessing values grow increasing the data generation fre-
quency (from 10 msg/s to 100 msg/s). Each curve is related to a different Graph
topology.

Fig. 4.14 shows how Tprocessing values grow increasing the number of nodes com-
posing the Graph topology (from 20 to 50 nodes). Each curve in Fig. 4.14 is related
to a different value of frequency rate.

4.5 Solutions and Practical Consideration

The described Big Stream architecture is designed with reference to a specific IoT
scenario with strict latency and real-time requirements, namely a Smart City-related
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Figure 4.13: Average times (dimension: [ms]) related to Graph framework processing
block, showing per-node time, varying data generation rate, for each subset of nodes
deployed into the Graph topology.

smart parking scenario. There are several possible use-cases and applications fitting
this scenario, alerting or real time monitoring applications.

The work of [140] shows how SCs are having difficulties in real deployment,
even though obvious factors justify the necessity and the usefulness of making cities
smarter. The authors of [140] analyze in detail the causes and factors which act as
barriers in the process of institutionalization of SCs, and propose an approach to
make SCs become a reality. More in detail, three different stages are advocated, in
order to deploy SCs technologies and services.

• The bootstrap phase: this phase is dedicated to offer services and technologies
that are not only of great use and really improve urban living, but also offer a
return on investments. The important objective of this first step is, thus, to set
technological basis of the infrastructure and guarantee the system long life by
generating cash flows for future investments.

• The growth phase: in this phase, the finances generated in the previous phase
are used to ramp up technologies and services which require large investments
and not necessarily produce financial gains but are only of great use for con-
sumers.
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Figure 4.14: Average times (dimension: [ms]) related to Graph framework processing
block, showing per-node time, varying the subset of nodes deployed into the Graph
topology, for each evaluated data generation frequency.

• The wide adoption phase: in this third phase, collected data are made avail-
able through standardized APIs and offered by all different stakeholders to
third party developers in order to create new services. At the end of this step,
the system becomes self-sustainable and might produce a new tertiary sector
specifically related to services and applications generated using the underlying
infrastructure.

With reference to the third phase, in [140] three main different business models
to handle the delivery of informations to third parties are proposed.

• The Apple App Store-like model: developers can build their Apps using a
set of verified APIs after a subscription procedure which might involve some
subscription fee. IoT operators can hold a small percentage of gains of Apps
published in Apple App Store and/or Google Play Store.

• The Google Maps-like model: the percentage fee on Apps sales price is scaled
according to the number and granularity of the queries to deployed APIs.

• The Open Data model: this model grants access to APIs in a classical Open
Data vision, without charging any fee to developers.
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The Big Stream architecture previously described is compatible with the steps high-
lighted in [140] and, more specifically, it can adopt the Google Maps-like model, in
which infrastructure APIs make available different information streams with differ-
ent complexity layers. The graph architecture, moreover, gives another opportunity
to extend the business model, as developers can use available streams to generate a
new node of the graph, and publish a new stream for the system.

Finally, it is possible to observe that the interactions between IoT developers and
the proposed Cloud architecture are similar to those provided by Node-RED [141], a
Web-based application, running on Node.js engine, which allows developers to create
IoT graphs, wiring together hardware devices, APIs, and online services.

4.6 Analysis of Security Challenges

To fulfill all the scenarios in which the Big Stream paradigm can be applied and, in
general, the IoT vision, some issues (maybe with a relevant impact on the business
model) must be addressed, such as security. Securing the IoT and the systems that
adhere to this paradigm requires further research and entails both authentication and
authorization mechanisms to address security and privacy problem, and this repre-
sents a really critical aspect in several IoT applications.

Security is a central aspect to be taken into account, in order to enhance the
overall reliability of the Big Stream architecture and the processing control. Secu-
rity features, including authorization, authentications and confidentiality, should be
integrated into the architecture, in order to make the implementation complete and
usable.

To provide guarantees at input stages, an optimal solution could be represented by
the introduction of an authorization module, which tokenizes incoming data adopting
an asymmetric security paradigm, to sure that raw data providers are authorized to
provide information. This entails both processing module and interaction with exter-
nal entities. It is possible to adopt different policies related to authentication and/or
authorization on data sources, e.g., based on well-known and standard solutions such
as OAuth, avoiding data stream malicious alterations and following negative conse-
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quences, that could affect both processing results and platform reliability. Looking
for a reliable behavior at the output stage, a good solution could be reached by intro-
ducing an Accounting/Authentication/Authorization (AAA) module, which manages
and controls the acceptance of consumers, providing some cryptographic functional-
ities, to check security level of each entity.

Addressing the security problem in the Big Stream Graph-based Cloud system
entails a wide approach, owing to different needs of each specific component in-
volved. In the proposed Graph architecture is assumed that streams generated by
nodes are “open” and potentially accessible by any interested subscriber. However,
this assumption can not meet the security requirements of all consumers or develop-
ers accessing the architecture. Moreover, security management may become neces-
sary in application scenarios that require to control or filter subscribers’ access to one
or more streams. For this reason, the Big Stream architecture preliminary proposed
has to be extended in order to take into account also security aspects. In particular, the
extension introduces additional modules needed to make the proposed Graph archi-
tecture able to handle both “secure” and “open” data streams, focusing, in particular,
on solutions able to decouple security roles and management purposes (e.g., OAuth
paradigm).

In Fig. 4.15, the main security building blocks introduced in the Big Stream ar-
chitecture are shown. The main components, in correspondence to which security
mechanisms are required, are explicitly indicated.

The enhanced Graph architecture provides security by means of the following
two modules.

• Outdoor Front-end Security (OFS) module, which carries out security op-
erations which could be applied a-priori, before receiving data from a generic
external source, as well as before a final consumer can start interacting with
the Graph-based Cloud platform.

• In-Graph Security (IGS) module, which adopts security filters that could be
applied inside the heart of the Big Stream platform, in order to make processing
nodes able to control accesses to the streams generated by internal computa-
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tional modules.

Figure 4.15: Main building blocks of the proposed Big Stream-based architecture.
Nodes in the Graph are listeners, edges (that can be “open” or “secure”) between
nodes represent dynamic flows followed by information streams.

The OFS module is crucial for infrastructure safety: its role includes monitoring
the access to the platform and authorizing the information flows coming from or di-
rected to external entities. On one side, OFS must verify and authorize only desired
external input data sources, allowing them to publish raw streams inside the IoT sys-
tem. On the other hand, OFS is required to secure outgoing streams, generated by
different layers of the Graph platform itself, authorizing external consumers to use,
if needed, the processed streams.

Consider, as example, the case of the company C that owns a set of particular
sensors, and wishes to become an IoT stream source for the Graph-based Cloud plat-
form. However, this company requires: (i) to sell sensed data only to a specific subset
of customers, in order to protect its commercial interests, and (ii) to reach a profit
from these sales. Therefore, the OFS module is strictly related to sensors and de-
vices, at the input side, and to customers SOs, at the output stage, so that it becomes
protocol-dependent and can be adapted to the specific technologies supported by the
target devices.
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The IGS module is not related to the OFS module, as it acts exclusively at the
heart of the Big Stream architecture coordinating and managing inner inter-node in-
teractions. The IGS module must be implemented inside single processing nodes
enabling them to define a set of rules which describe what entities may become lis-
teners of a generated stream. Referring to the Graph architecture, shown in Fig. 4.15,
edges in the Graph can be classified as follows:

• “open” edges: data streams, generated by both Core or Application nodes in
the Graph platform, that can be forwarded to all interested listeners without the
need of isolation or access control;

• “secure” edges: data streams that should comply with some specified rules or
restrictions, which describe all possible consumers of generated data.

As an example, consider company C, which provides its sensors as data sources
and has notified the architecture that the streams produced by its sensors should be
secured. The integration of security modules in the IoT architecture entails modifi-
cations in the structure and into the modules of the first (not secured) Big Stream
architecture previously detailed.

An analysis of each module composing the Graph architecture will be presented
hereafter, in order to explain how security mechanisms can be embedded and man-
aged. In particular, the OFS module, which supports the Acquisition and Normaliza-
tion modules on authorization of external entities, is introduced. Moreover, an en-
hanced version of the Application Register module is described, in order to underline
the management of secure interaction with processing nodes. Finally, an overview
inside Graph nodes, analyzing how security has been applied in processing stages, is
presented.

4.6.1 Securing Acquisition and Normalization with OFS Module

The Acquisition and Normalization modules, shown in Fig. 4.16, represent the en-
try point, for external sources (e.g., SOs deployed in different IoT networks), to the
proposed Big Stream architecture.
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Figure 4.16: The OFS module manages security in the Acquisition and Normaliza-
tion blocks, interacting with an authentication storage entity containing data sources
identities.

As stated before, SOs can communicate using different protocols. For this rea-
son, the Acquisition block has to include a set of different connectors, one for each
supported protocol, in order to properly handle each protocol-specific incoming data
stream. As shown in Fig. 4.16, these modules must cooperate with the OFS module,
which has to be activated before an external source becomes able to operate with the
Graph platform. At the Acquisition stage, in order for the proposed IoT platform to
support both “open” and “secure” communications, protocol-specific security mech-
anisms have to be implemented at proper layers (e.g., at the network layer through
IPSec, at the transport layer through TLS/DTLS, at the application layer through
S/MIME or OAuth). As stated before, the current implementation of the IoT-oriented
Big Stream architecture supports different application protocols at the Acquisition
stage, namely: MQTT, HTTP, and CoAP. In order to secure all communications with
these protocols, different protocol-specific policies need to be introduces. In [66], an
OAuth-based secure version of the MQTT protocol is proposed, showing that MQTT
complies also with n-legged OAuth protocol.

This means that the proposed IoT platform can provide a good way to authenticate
external data providers, adopting open-source and well-known solutions. Therefore
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the OFS module can be secured by OAuth, being employed according to specific
communication protocols supported by heterogeneous IoT SOs.

A suitable solution to provide authorization in IoT scenarios is IoT-OAS [142],
which represents an authorization framework to secure HTTP/CoAP services. The
IoT-OAS approach can be applied by invoking an external OAuth-based Authoriza-
tion Service (OAS). This approach is meant to be flexible, highly configurable, and
easy to integrate with existing services, guaranteeing: (i) lower processing load with
respect to solutions with access control implemented in the SO; (ii) fine-grained (re-
mote) customization of access policies; and (iii) scalability, without the need to oper-
ate directly on the device.

Following the previous example, company C, to became a secured IoT data source,
selects one of the supported protocols (HTTP, CoAP or MQTT) to send raw data
stream in the secured version.

4.6.2 Enhancing Application Register with IGS Module

One of the main motivations to internally secure a system is the need to secure some
of its operations, as well as to isolate some processing steps of the entire stream man-
agement. The security features should be coordinated by the Application Register
module, which maintains and manages interactions between inner Graph nodes of
the IoT platform using different communication protocols, as requested by the archi-
tecture itself.

In order to accomplish the operational functionalities listed previously, the Appli-
cation Register module has two main components, previously introduced and shown
in Fig. 4.17: (i) the GSDB module, responsible to maintain all information about the
current Graph status, and (ii) the NRQM module, which is responsible to manage
communications with existing Graph nodes, as well as with external entities that ask
to join the Big Stream architecture.

To add security features to these modules, the Application Register defines en-
tities and modules specifically related to security management and coordination. As
shown in Fig. 4.17, the Application Register is composed by the following additional
modules:
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• the Policy Manager and Storage Validator (PMSV) module, responsible for
managing and verifying authorization rules, interacts with a storage element,
which persistently keeps updated authorization policies;

• the Graph Rule Authorization Notifier (GRAN) module, which interacts
with publisher Graph nodes and verifies if listener nodes are authorized to re-
ceive streams associated with specific topics;

• the Persistent Security Storage Container (PSSC) module, which maintains
authorization rules specified by publisher Graph nodes (e.g., a non-relational
database).

Figure 4.17: The Application Register module structure with security elements.
PMSV and GRAN modules interact with a storage entity to manage authorization
in the Graph.

While a processing node pm asks to register to the IoT platform, requiring to join
the Graph, after authentication (e.g., using a username/password pair, cryptographic
certificates, ACLs, OAuth), there are two cases that require the use of security mech-
anisms and involve the defined modules:

• a registration request coming from a node that is willing to become a publisher
node for a secured stream (e.g, an Application node created by developers of
company C);
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• a registration request sent by a node which asks to be attached as a listener for
some streams.

In the first case, when an external process pm requests to register to the Graph
architecture, in order to secure one or more of its own streams, it updates the PMSV
module. After indicating its published topics, it specifies some policies and rules, to
be stored, together with the assigned operative Graph layer, into the PSSC module, by
the PMSV module itself. These rules will be checked in case of future subscription
requests for the node.

In the second case, an external process pm, upon issuing a request to attach to
the Graph platform and to become a node, provides information related to its identity
and also specifications about its interests, on which pm asks to subscribe.

The Application Register module, after having identified the Graph layer into
which the new node could be placed, takes charge of these interests specifications,
passing then to PMSV, that acts as follows.

• For each provided interestk, the PMSV module interacts with the PSSC mod-
ule, making a lookup for a matching between interest and stored publishing
policies, and refining this lookup with layer matching:

Match = {layer = x OR layer = (x+1)} AND {interestk ∈Ψ}

where: x stands for identified listener Graph layer; interestk indicates each sin-
gle specified interest, extracted from attaching request; Ψ represents the PSSC;
and Match contains a list of publisher nodes that have to authorize subscrip-
tions.

• If Match contains some results (e.g., gm node), these are forwarded to the
GRAN module, which interacts with discovered publisher nodes, sending them
the identity of the requesting listener node and asking them to allow or deny
the subscription to the requested topics. This response is forwarded back to
the GRAN, that analyzes it and, in compliance with the Application Register
module, authorizes or rejects the listener Graph node subscription.
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In order to better explain the behavior of the Application Register module, in
relation to the join operation of an external entity that asks to become a Graph listener,
in the Algorithm 4 the interactions between this external entity and the Application
Register are detailed through a pseudo-code representation.

The processing nodes in the Graph architecture can be, at same time, listeners
as well as publishers, so that the previously detailed mechanisms could be applied
together, without any constraint on the execution order. The flows shown in Fig. 4.17
represent the interactions related to this mixed case. The rule on node authority, re-
stricted to the same layer and to next one, decreases lookup times in rules matching
execution.

Moreover, external SOs producers could also request a totally “secure” path, from
source to final consumer. These constraints have a higher priority than policies de-
fined by publisher Graph nodes, being forced by the stream generators. In this way,
these external priority rules are stored into the PSSC as well, and when a new Graph
node registers to the proposed IoT platform, its Graph-related policies are left out,
forcing these new nodes to comply with these external rules.

4.6.3 Securing Stream inside Graph Nodes

As already highlighted, the Graph framework is composed by several processing en-
tities, which perform some kind of computation on incoming data, representing a
single node in the Graph topology.

The connection of multiple listeners across all processing units defines the routing
path of data streams, from producers to consumers. All nodes in the Graph can be
input listeners for incoming data and output producers for other successor Graph
nodes.

Since each Graph node is owner of the stream generated by its processing activ-
ity, it is reasonable to assume that it could decide to maintain its generated stream
“open” and accessible to all its interested listeners, instead of applying securing poli-
cies, isolating its own information and defining a set of rules that restrict the amount
of authorized listeners nodes. In this latter case, a “secure” stream should be cre-
ated and encrypted using the algorithms selected by the owner. Each listener is thus
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required to decrypt incoming data before performing any processing. These encryp-
tion/decryption operations could be avoided if listeners adopt homomorphic encryp-
tion [143], that allows to carry out computations on ciphertext, instead of on plain-
text, generating an encrypted result that matches with one performed on the plaintext,
without exposing the data to each of different steps chained together in the workflow.
Homomorphic encryption allows to execute computation in the encrypted domain,
providing end-to-end security, avoiding encryption/decryption hop-by-hop needs.

The modules inside a Graph node are shown in Fig. 4.18: the broker of the Core
layer n forwards streams to interested Graph nodes, forwarding these data into the
input queue of the single node. The output stream, generated by the processing of
this node, will be sent to the same broker of the Core layer n, which is linked to
the broker of the next Graph layer, that “spreads” generated streams to all interested
nodes. Some of these modules will be activated only in specific situations. In partic-
ular, the illustrated node acts as listener of a “secure” data stream, so it has to decrypt
an incoming message, activating the decryption module. Moreover, this Graph node
acts also as a producer of a “secure” stream and, then, it has to encrypt its processed
streams with the encryption module before forwarding it, thus hiding the stream from
other unauthorized listener Graph nodes. Referring to the previously described exam-
ple, this is the case in which a Graph node, that is already a listener of the secured
stream owned by company C, wants to secure the stream generated by its processing.

It is important to point out that each Graph node controls its generated flow with
a visibility of only one step. This means that a listener of a “secure” flow can publish
an “open” stream, and vice-versa, thus producing “hybrid” path combinations, that
across a flow from IoT source to final consumer produce a combination of “secure”
and “open” steps.

Referring to the example of company C, which generates a “secure” stream with
data coming from its sensors, an IoT developer can decide to create a new Graph node
listening from both the “secure” stream of company C and the stream of another com-
pany D. The processing unit of the new Graph node, the developer can aggregate and
transform input streams, generating new and different output streams, which can be
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Figure 4.18: Detail of the structure of a single Graph node: the decryption module is
activated when the node is a listener of a secured stream, while the encryption module
is activated if the node generates a secured stream.

published in an “open” mode, since the developer is the owner of this new produced
stream.

According to the inner organization of the IoT architecture, there could exist a
parallelism between actors enrolled in Graph Framework and OAuth roles, as illus-
trated in Table 4.1. More precisely, OAuth roles could be detailed as follows.

Table 4.1: Comparison between Graph framework actors and OAuth roles.

Graph framework actor OAuth role

Publisher Graph node, owner of the outgoing stream Resource Owner

Listener Graph node, willing to subscribe to interested topics Consumer

Infrastructure routing element (Broker in a pub/sub paradigm) Provider

• Resource Owner: the entity which owns the required resource and has to au-
thorize an application to access it, according to authorization granted (e.g.,
read/write permission).

• Consumer: the entity that wants to access and use the required resource, oper-
ating in compliance with granted policies related to this resource.

• Provider: the entity that hosts the protected resource and verifies the identity
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of the Consumer that issues an access request to this resource.

As previously stated, each Graph node can apply security to its streams, using
encryption and decryption modules. The security mechanisms leave a few degrees of
freedom to developers, who can adopt self-made solutions (e.g., using OAuth tokens)
to secure streams, as well as rely on already secured protocols, thus adopting well-
known and verified solutions. An overall view of the envisioned IoT architecture is
shown in Fig. 4.19, highlighting all component modules and their interactions.

Figure 4.19: Complete IoT-oriented Big Stream architecture, including proposed se-
curity modules and showing different interactions, from incoming stage to final con-
sumer notification.

4.7 Evaluation of the Secured Architecture

The secured Big Stream architecture has been implemented and evaluated consider-
ing the same smart parking use-case of the previously detailed evaluation, in which
the Graph considered is composed by 8 Core layers and 7 Application layers, within
which different graph topologies (from 20 to 50 nodes) are built and evaluated.
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The proposed architecture has been evaluated by varying the incoming data stream
generation rate between 10 msg/s and 100 msg/s. The first evaluation, which repre-
sents a benchmark for the performance analysis of the IoT-oriented architecture, has
been made using the platform without security mechanisms. Then, security mecha-
nisms have been introduced in the Graph framework module, in order to assess the
impact of a security stage on the overall architecture.

The first performance evaluation has been conducted by measuring the delay (di-
mension: [ms]) between the time instant at which normalized data are injected into
Graph framework and the time instant at which the message reaches the end of its
routes, becoming available for external consumers/customers. In order to consider
only the effective overhead introduced by the architecture, and without taking into
account implementation-specific contributions, performance results were obtained by
subtracting the processing time of all Core and Application nodes. Finally, these times
have been normalized over the number of computational nodes, in order to obtain the
per-node overhead introduced by the architecture, in a way that is independent of the
implemented routing and topology configurations.

The second performance evaluation has been conducted adopting the same struc-
ture of the unsecured implementation, but introducing security mechanisms inside
Graph nodes, through the adoption of symmetric encryption scheme, in order to
encrypt/decrypt operations previously mentioned. In order to guarantee a trade-off
between security level and reliability, the choice fells on Advanced Encryption Stan-
dard (AES) algorithm [144], in its 256-bit key version. AES is a symmetric block
cipher cryptosystem based on a “substitution and permutation” combination, work-
ing on 128-bit blocks. The chosen key size specifies the number of repetitions of
transformation rounds that convert the input, applying several processing stages and
depending on the encryption key. The strength of AES256 is derived by its key space,
with 1077 possible 256-bit keys, which affects the time needed to made a successful
brute-force attack to a system implementing this cipher.

Moreover, in order to perform the second evaluation, a new version of the Core
and Application processing nodes has been implemented, applying security at both
input and output stages of the single Graph node, and defining the following behavior:
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• if the processing node has received an AES256 decryption key from the Appli-
cation Register module, it have to uses this key to decrypt incoming messages,
returning a plaintext useful for processing operations;

• if an AES256 encryption key has been provided by the Application Register to
the Graph node, then it encrypt the processed stream before forwarding it to its
proper Exchange, using this symmetric key as encryption secret.

This security model is applicable also to the previously considered example, in
which the company C would like to secure its paths into the Graph framework. The
second evaluation has been made providing encryption and decryption keys to all
Graph nodes, in order to secure all the intermediate routes followed by streams owned
by that company. The results of the performance evaluations outlined above, carried
out using different topologies obtained by varying the subset of nodes deployed, from
20 to 50, and the data generation rate Rgen, from 10 msg/s to 100 msg/s, are shown in
Fig. 4.20.

Figure 4.20: Average stream delay (dimension: [ms]) related to Graph framework
processing block, showing per-node time, in the case of unsecured communication as
well as the case of adoption of symmetric encryption.
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Table 4.2: Average stream delay related to the adoption of asymmetric encryption
solution (RSA) into the Graph Framework processing block.

Number of nodes Stream delay (Rgen = 50 msg/s) Stream delay (Rgen = 100 msg/s)

20 128.7453 ms 10890.7263 ms

25 156.909 ms 12962.2934 ms

30 2783.8599 ms 13841.4744 ms

35 10104.7272 ms 14048.8625 ms

40 11283.9916 ms 14515.0021 ms

The stream delay can be given using the following expression:

Tprocessing f req =
Tout−Tin−∑

N
k=1 GPk

N−1

where: Tout is the instant (dimension: [ms]) at which parking data reach the last Appli-
cation processing node; Tin indicates the instant (dimension: [ms]) in which normal-
ized data comes to the first Core layer; and GPk is the processing time (dimension:
[ms]) of a Graph node k ∈ {1, ....,N}.

Moreover, in order to investigate the benefits and drawbacks of the adoption of
other security solutions, different from symmetric encryption, an asymmetric cryp-
tography version of the Graph processing nodes has been implemented, adopting
RSA [145] algorithm with 512-bit key, which represent a public/private key cryp-
tosystem. In Table 4.2, the performance results (in terms of stream delay) retrieved
from a third evaluation scenario and obtained by replacing symmetric cryptosystem
adoption with public/private RSA certificates provided to the Graph nodes by the
Application Register module, are shown.

The obtained results shown in Table 4.2 highlight how the adoption of an asym-
metric cryptosystem represents a bad choice for the Graph inter-node security. Asym-
metric solutions might be adopted outside of the Graph nodes, when an external node
is willing to become an operating entity of the Graph framework, challenging an au-
thentication transaction with its signed certificate, that allows to verify its identity
by the Application Register. Therefore, in the joining phase the asymmetric solu-
tions could also be motivated by the evidence that time consumption is not the main
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constraint of this step.
In order to better highlight this final analysis of the evaluation results, in Fig. 4.21

a logarithmic-scaled version of previously carried results is shown, evaluating the log-
arithm of the stream delay as a function of the number of nodes in the Graph: (i) eval-
uation without encryption, (ii) evaluation with symmetric encryption (AES256), and
(iii) evaluation with asymmetric encryption (RSA512), considering only, for com-
parison purpose, two values of data generation rate Rgen: 50 msg/s and 100 msg/s.

Figure 4.21: Logarithmic representation of the stream delay as a function of the num-
ber of nodes of the Graph, evaluated both without security mechanisms, as well as
with cryptographic features.

The obtained results highlight that it seems possible to identify 3 main perfor-
mance regions, in which the proposed Big Stream architecture could work:

• “Working” region, tentatively identified around the “NoEncryption” curves,
on which the system has the benchmark results, and where processing do not
introduce heavy delays;

• “Warning” region, limited around the “AES256” curves, in which delays in-
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troduced by security adoptions degrade performances in a little way, while
maintaining good Quality of Service (QoS);

• “Forbidden” region, around the “RSA512” curves, in which the system incurs
high delays, that may cause crashes and drop services, invalidating QoS and
any Service Level Agreements (SLAs) signed with data stream producers and
consumers.
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Algorithm 4 Pseudo-code of the operations done by the Application Register when
an external process pm asks to become a Graph listener.

NodeIdentityCertificate = {NodeInfo, INTERESTS = {interest1, .... , interestN}};
procedure MAIN()

pm = receive_join_request(NodeIdentityCertificate);
authenticated = authenticate_node(pm);
if (authenticated is TRUE) then

x = identify_graph_layer_for_node(pm);
for all (interestk in INTERESTS) do

Match = send_request_to_PMSV(layer = (x OR x+1), interestk);
if (Match is EMPTY) then

REPLY_DENY(interestk, pm);
else

for all (gm in Match) do
//topic = interestk, owner = gm, listener = pm

allow = req_grant_to_owner_via_GRAN(interestk, gm, pm);
if (allow is FALSE) then

REPLY_DENY(interestk, pm);
else

REPLY_SUCCESS(interestk, pm);
end if

end for
end if

end for
end if

end procedure
procedure REPLY_DENY(TOPIC, DESTINATION)

send_DENY_response_to_dest(req_topic = topic);
end procedure
procedure REPLY_SUCCESS(TOPIC, DESTINATION)

send_SUCCESS_response_to_dest(req_topic = topic, sec_params = {....});
end procedure





Chapter 5

Conclusions

This thesis has been focused on technologies and paradigms that allow to improve
the powerful nature of the Internet of Things (IoT) paradigm at all communication
layers, allowing a better and well organized integration of Smart Objects (SOs) inter-
connected in an Internet-like structure, all cooperating to collect the gigantic amount
of data generated by SOs and provide services to end users.

At lower layers, in addition to the well-known wireless access technologies (like
Wi-Fi, IEEE 802.15.4, and 3G/4G), Power Line Communication (PLC) has been
considered as possible wired technology. In this context an experimentation study
has been carried out, highlighting possible advantages and limitations. A possible ar-
chitecture for IoT backhaul has been also considered, based on the Software-Defined
Networking (SDN) paradigm. In this context, a solution for Traffic Engineering (TE)
with Segment Routing (SR) has been presented, implemented and tested, and an
extensive performance evaluation campaign has been done. Moreover, a new type
of SR-related segments, denoted as Direct-Link Segment Identifier (DL-SID), has
been introduced, thus verifying its optimality compared with classical TE heuristics
needed to allocate hop-by-hop paths.

Thereafter, related to the protocols that can be adopted in IoT scenarios, a per-
formance evaluation of the low-power CoSIP protocol has been presented, showing
that, on average, its usage allows to save approximately 33% of exchanged data in
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the overall network. This significant gain, in the context of IoT application scenarios
composed of (mostly) constrained devices, is important not only to reduce bandwidth
usage and the amount of transmitted data, but also in terms of energy consumption
and processing capabilities. In particular, constrained nodes can save CPU cycles,
memory, and transmission periods during their lifetime.

The heterogeneity and diffusion of IoT-oriented SOs, together with the need to
allow final users to interact, in an easier way, with these SOs, has facilitated the devel-
opment of resource-oriented testbeds, moving the focus from the IoT to the concept
of Web of Things (WoT). Following this Web model, a Web-based testbed, denoted
as WoTT, has been detailed, exemplifying its novel architecture and its ability to
face with several IoT challenges. Afterward, the integration of Wi-Fi devices into the
WoTT, in conjunction with a novel approach to combine short-range IoT devices,
denoted as Micro IoT, and the more recent paradigm of LPWANs, denoted as Macro
IoT, have been introduced and motivated with experimental evaluations.

Later, the novel concept of Big Stream has been defined and introduced, moti-
vating its adoption for the management of information coming from IoT scenarios,
and highlighting its differences with respect to the Big Data paradigm. More in de-
tail, the introduced listener-oriented approach can lead to several benefits, such as: (i)
decreased latency: the push-based approach guarantees that no delays due to polling
and batch processing are introduced; (ii) fine-grained self-configuration: listeners can
dynamically “plug” to those that output data of interest; and (iii) optimal resource al-
location: processing units that have no listeners can be switched off, while those with
many listeners can be replicated, thus leading to cost-effectiveness from the Cloud
service perspective. Then, a novel Cloud architecture for the management of Big
Stream applications in IoT scenarios has been presented, describing: (i) the main re-
quirements, in terms of reduced latency between the data creation instant and the
instant at which processed data can be delivered to a consumer, and (ii) its main com-
ponents: the Acquisition module, the Normalization module, the Graph framework,
and the Application Register module. Then, the implementation of the overall system
and its evaluation on a real-world smart parking dataset has been presented.

Finally, security issues and threats for an IoT-oriented Big Stream architecture
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have been analyzed and addressed, implementing a secured version of each mod-
ule of the platform and taking into account security enhancements and access con-
trol constraints. Then, by means of federated access policies and OAuth paradigm
that, adapted to the specific needs of each module, complies with the proposed pub-
lish/subscribe platform and is expedient to carry out all security tasks, experimental
evaluations have been performed, thus obtaining interesting results that further moti-
vate the feasibility of this secured approach.
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